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It Took A Month Of Saturday
But Only One To Fini

)



’o Find The Perfect Chair, 
"he Perfect Kitchen.

: She enjoyed the hunt as much aslimk
i anything else. But when she saw

'lii :
. that chair, peeking out from under 

a pile of red velvet curtains, she knew it was over.

As for her husband, he’d already done his part: 

hooked them up with a fabulous new range and 

refrigerator. Wasn’t his fault it only took one day.

But since Jenn-Air’s known for making top

quality appliances, there wasn’t

much point looking anyplace

else. Even she could see that.

Next Saturday, she’d begin

her search for the perfect arrnoire.

But thanks to some quick if not inspired thinking on

his part, they had their perfect kitchen today.

sssra U EIMIM - AIR

The Sign of a Great Cook*

Fot a free brochure call l-800-JENN~AlR or visit our Web site at www.jennair.com



plane tickets to the town where she was born: $1200

train to the house where she grew up: $63

pints at the pub where she met your dad: $8

finally understanding where your mother was coming from:



Platinum MasterCard has a high spending limit 

for the things that matter.

Platinum MasterCaniM
there are some things money can’t buy. 

for everything else there’s MasterCard! o/
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Dame Kiri Te Kanawa is

indeed a woman of many

parts. However, her career

both onstage and as a

recording artist is characterized by

a constant quest for perfection. No

wonder then that one of her most
SHE COULD BE ARABELLA, 
DESDEMONA, MARGUERITE 

OR MANON LESCAUT.

treasured possessions is her Rolex

Lady Datejust. For the rigorous

BUT YOU’D ALWAYS 
RECOGNIZE THE FACE.

standards of precision required to

bring together its many parts are

commensurate with those that

Dame Kiri applies to the discipline

tof her own performance.

ROLEXWhoever she may be.

Lady Datojust

Offlctatty Certiflad Swiss Cnronomotar

For the name and location of an Official Rolex Jeweler near you, please c^l 1-800-36ROLEX. Roisx,#, Oyster Parp«uai and Lady Dstajust ar» tradarwks.





GAOGENAU

Appliances for the Kitchen of a New Era. 

By Gaggenau.
Built-in kitchen appliances from Gaggenau 

express a consistent attitude: the quest for the ideal balance of perfect form, 
highest technology, most attractive appearance and basic practicality. Anyone 
who professes to have good taste knows the Gaggenau line. In each of these 
appliances lies the experience, the ability and the know-how of our specialists. 
Every one of these units stands out in terms of its unique advantages and the 
quality of materials and workmanship. Above all, Gaggenau appliances have 
been awarded many design prizes for their simple beauty and functional design.

The first built-in kitchen appliances
to be launched in Europe bore the distinguished Gaggenau name. Today this 

built-in appliance collection symbolizes the progress attained in kitchen 
technology. For many demanding and discerning people in Europe, North and 

South America, the Near and Far East, the name Gaggenau is synonymous
with the greatest achievements in kitchen design.

An attractive example is the Gaggenau EB 388; 
a 36” wide extra-large, stainless steel built-in oven - the largest of the 
Gaggenau collection. This appliance was recently recognized by Consumers 

Digest as a “best buy”. Its practical advantages are just as extraordinary 
as Its design and dimensions. The EB 388 with a 30% larger usable capacity than 
that of conventional ovens, features an optimal format because the oven 
interior is actually wider than it is high. Therefore you can broil or braise three or 
four pieces of poultry, several sizable fish, a large roast or even a small lamb.

Would you like to find out more about this 
exceptional oven and the other unique appliances in the Gaggenau collection? 
We will send you the new Gaggenau Magazine! Please mail $5 for shipping 

and handling to Gaggenau USA Corporation, Dept. GGH4,425 University Avenue, 
Norwood, MA 02062, to receive the most outstanding and beautiful appliance 
catalog of the industry. Included are the addresses of the dealers nearest you.
To order with MasterCard or Visa, please call Gaggenau USA Corp. at 600-929-1125

The Difference is Gaggenau.or visit us at www.Gaggenau.com.
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cfream ?

or was it the miles?
CmBAN<9 locations gladly accept the Citibank 

AAdvantage card, So you'll have plenty 

of opportunity to earn miles v^/hen 

you tip your cap to the old greats.
To apply, call l-aOO-FLY-4444.

Never miss another mile.

Of course, nobody worships miles like they 

do heroes. But when you use your 
Citibank A*Advantage* card, you’ll 

earn one AAdvantage mile on 

American Airlines® for every dollar 

you spend.* And over 14 million

077BAAKP

4X28 00X2 345b
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•The rrawnur numtwr of AAdvjnuge miles you ar earn with the OWai* AAdvantage cart is fO.OOO mites per calendr year (puOtases recorded on your Jan-Dec Wlnj statemems). American Airlines Advantage Plaimuni*and aSWv»itage Gold* 

members are excluded from this lent Amencart Airimes, AAdvantage. AAdvantage Platinumand AAdvantage Gold are registerrtlrademarlo of Amencan Airlines, Inc, American Airtmes reserves the nghi to change AAthare^progw rules, regulalions. 
trsrt #wads. and special oilers at any tern wghout noKe, and to end the AAthoriage program vath sn nv>Wts riotKe.Anierican Alims s not responsMe Ibr products and servces oflered by other partKa»r^ corrpanes The Ot<)^ 
s issued by Otturk (Saudi DatotaXN A TTVe 1999 Famdy of Babe Ruth and the SabeRudiBasebrfLea^, Inc. under Icenseauthornd by CtdGV^irldnide Inc, Indonapois. Indiana A6256 USA Ol999Ctiliarti(SoudtDilcoa).N.A.MOTberFDIC
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what the pros know

o
LEAPS AND WHIRLS around his new bakery in our Small town like 

Rod Stewart performing at Madison Square Garden. He sets his giant mixers to whirring, 
wheels in huge carts laden with pungent Irish soda bread straight from the oven, arranges 
proud little bundt cakes on a tray, greets his customers as if they were guests coming into 

his home for breakfast. “Hey there, gray-eyed Pallas Athena, what are you reading now?” Who else is so kind

WEN BERKOWITZ

in the morning? I look over his shoulder into the kitchen at the back of the shop and covetously eye the 
stainless-steel trolleys and the powerful ovens and the glass-doored pantries, struck by the confidence and
mastery emanating from all the solid, serious equipment. I can 
see why people want that professional quality in their homes.
“Don't mess with me," it says. “I make the mess hereT Owen cradles 
a cheese pastry in one hand, a muffin in the other, wraps them 
in tissue, and thrusts his offerings into the already loaded 
of customers waiting to have their purchases rung up. “A gift! A 
gift!” he says in a burst of love for his craft and passion for those 
who know enough to follow their noses to his door. “Just try! Tell 
me what you think!” And of course we always think we need one 
more for home, one for the kid, one for the new neighbor, one 
for the sister around the comer, one for the visit to the parents, 
one for Sunday, because this one will just get us through Satur
day Owen disappears into the kitchen in a dust of flour, and 
leaves behind an ecstasy of warm sugar and vaniUa.

Then I’m in Paris on business with Lora Zarubin, a chef who 
once ran a popular restaurant and is now an editor at this mag
azine. Wc have an afternoon ftec for errands; she has promised 
to introduce me to some of her favorite shops, and on our way 
we’ve started talking about her mentor Alice Waters’s proposal 
for a new restaurant at the Louvre. The celebrated owner of 
Chez Panisse in Berkeley, Waters had 
recently written a mission statement 
declaring that “the emphasis is going 
to be on the food, the kind that makes 
eating a soul-nourishing experience.”

Lora is in raptures over such am
bition, coming as it does from Cali
fornia to a city that has enshrined the 
art of cooking. As we talk, I notice 
we’re passing one of my favorite 
shops, Caron, a tiny perfume bou
tique, as simple and straightforward as 
can be, whose dazzle resides entirely in 
the large glass urns with golden spigots 
that line the walls and are filled with 
amber-hued liquids made carefully by 
hand, according to recipes developed

over the years for scents with names like N’Aimez Que Moi 
(Don’t Love Anyone But Me) or Pois de Senteur de Chez Moi 
(Sweet Pea from My Place) or Royal Bain de Champagne (Cham
pagne Bath). My pace begins to drag, but I have never traveled 
with a foodie before. Lora doesn’t miss a beat. Her destination is 
nearby Fouquet. So that when I return home, and my sister asks 
me what I bou^t in Paris, I must confess to a newfound enthu
siasm for small jars of exotic spices, for the glitter in crystals of 
fleur dc sel (what sea foam is to a wave, this is to a salt harvest). 
My shelves are now lined with little vessels of perfect pepper
corns, whipp>ed honeys, mustards blended with basil or vinegar, 
teas with names like The Pour EUe flea for Her) or The Pour Un 
Vieux Garmon (Tea for an Old Boy). Carefully selected and made 
according to the ancient wisdom— The guy at Customs, peer
ing into the plain brown plastic shopping bag, raised an eyebrow.

Lora had previously changed my life by lecturing me about 
my habit of eating and reading at the same time: “You should 
be completely aware of your food, in the moment of eating. 
Not distracted.” When I protested that I was, after all, usu
ally only eating a simple boiled egg or a yogurt, hardly the 

thing to call a meal, Lora scolded 
further. “That doesn’t matter. It’s 
all sacred.”

She’s right, of course. Here’s what 
the pros know: When we learn how 
to prepare food with skillful love, 
and to savor it and share it, food can 
become a visitation of joy The true 
profe.ssionalism is in the care, a 
quality anyone can have at home. 
All it takes is a renovation of atti
tude. All you pay is attention.

arms

Dominique Browning, editor
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coNtributors
V JEAN BOND RAFFERTY
In “Sparkle Plenty,” page i2o Jean Bond 
Rafferty reports on her visit to the 
recently revitalized Chateau dc Baccarat. 
“Baccarat is famous, but remote. When 
you arrive, it’s like stepping through 
the looking glass into yesteryear,” she 
says. “Marie-Paule Pelle has given it the 
breath of life, combining an 18th-

century look 
with late- 
20th-ccntury 
comfort.” 
Rafferty, a 
frequent con
tributor, has 
lived in Paris 
for more than 

25 years.

n.
wants to 
hear from 
you. J

A FRANCINE FLEISCHER 
This month, Fleischer photographed 
three kitchens for “Personal Touches,” 
page 92. “As I was shooting, I 
tried to imagine people cooking 
there,” she says. She divides her time 
between New York City and Shelter 
Island, where she, her husband, and 
three-year-old daughter are renovating 
a home she calls, “an old clunker in 
need of everything."

RUTH REICHL
The re.staurant critic for The New Ibrk 
Times jumped at the chance to write 
about her sugar bowl (“Homely Truths,” 
page 56). “When you’re a critic, all you 
do is go out for fancy food in fancy 
places, so, perhaps more than other 
people, you appreciate the simple 
things,” she ejqilains. Her memoir, Tender 
at the Bone, was published last year.

The News &Yiews reader panel is 

looking for on-line members to 

share opinions about new products, 

consumer trends, and favorite 

brands»^ log on to:

V ANDREW WOOD
Avid sailor Andrew Wood decided to 
drop anchor in London last July, after 
five years in Asia. For “The Chef Stops 
Here," page 84, Wood photographed 
the Tf oisgros family’s home near Lyon. 
“From the outside, it looked very 
traditional," he says. “But inside is a 
different matter.”—SABINE rothman

niiu
to exclusive on-line opportunities

to
special offers and product samples

on-line surveys

on special events m your area A ANDREW FRENCH 
After assisting a record-setting 75 
photographers in 9 years, French set 
out on his own in 1990. For “Cook’s 
Tour," page 74, he shuttled from jean 
Georges in New York to Washington, 
D.C.’s Citronelle to capture the energy 
of professional kitchens. French 
will soon settle down with fiancee, 
Leanne Boepple, to whom he proposed 
after another House if Garden shoot.

To get plugged into this 
exciting new program 
e-mail us today and 
please include your postal 
mailing address.

HouseOtGarden - pebsuaxy 1999h;:^newscfViews@conclenasLcom
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B&B Italia. The choice for quality, harmony and modem living.

B&B
Harry, designed by Antonb Citterio.
To reach the de^ nearest you cal 800-872-1697

Ateo a/ailable throu^ Architects and intehors Designers. Timeless and Treasured
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Italian Connoisseur•r v-'j

\t

^ Important French & Italian Furniture^ 
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Decorative Arts

Sale: London March 10-12, 1999
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L-mio\vment of Scuola per Artigiani Hestauratori d’ Arte, Torino 
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of t iirnilure and Decorative Arts held in a London saleroom

V'
Important and rare
toie and porcelain chandellier.
Louis XV. mid 18th century
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(KM-1 (I7h 29.f 3349
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UO.W foil) 347675

To order a set of four 
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Fax: 0044 (171) 293 3909 
(Quoting ref: Fleur

Sotheby's
34 35 New Boiiil Street 
l.oiulon Wl/\ 2AA 
www.sothebys.coni
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home fires
In the winter, the hearth is the soul of the house. Whether you are a minimalist 

or a traditionalist, there are woodbuming stoves, mantels, and andirons to
spark your imagination. y\lso this month, mail-order shopping with a rural gourmet 
and The 20-Minute Gardeners savvy survival guide to working wath teenagers.

EDITED BY DAN SHAW

21House^^TGarden ' FUBBUARY 1999
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&the hottest woodstoves o
oodbuming stoves, those emblems of rusticity, are becoming urbane. 
The soapstone fireplaces and bake ovens, below left, made in Finland by 

Tulikivi (804'977-S500), are practical enough for heating a cabin in the 

woods, but sleek enough for a SoHo loft. So are the modernist steel stoves in gray 

or matte black, below right from Denmark’s Rais (914-764-5679); they look like pot

bellied stoves reinterpreted by Miuccia Prada. Some of the stoves In Rais’s Attika

o"t

oI?

5
1-

lirte can be clad in glazed ceramic tiles in colors like fuchsia, moss green, and yellow. 

Even Vermont Castings (800-227-8683), which has been manufecturing iK>-rK>n$ense V
wDodbuming stoves since the mid-1970s energy crisis, is now making cast-iron 6re-
places coated with a porcelain enamel finish in brilliant blue, red, green, or Ivory. X

DIALECTICAL MATERIALISM

WfHAT The faux fireplace.
rWHY After you’ve waited all day on lift

lines, their push-button efficiency offers
convenience and instant gratification.
LOCATION! LOCATION! LOCATION!
With vent-free gas or electric fireplaces, 15
you can qutckly enhance the mood of

i:almost any room in your house. "Ideally.
&a wootf3uming fireplace would be the

most romantic option," says California
designer Matmew White. "But the fact
that you can come and go without
worrying makes gas fireplaces great."
WHERE THERE’S SMOKE THERE’S
well, smoke. With vwxxfbuming fireplaces.

ijammed flues and untended hearths
can smoke out a room if proper, regular 
maintenance is not kept up,
HEARTH REALITY Says Sausallto, 
California, desigr^er Stephen Shubel,
"I personally think gas fireplaces have

—BILL KEITH

1 opt for late-20th-century andirons. I like the 
graphic shapes in the black box X

no soul.'

I
as

Siii

The most importantaccessory is
rFire screens 

fill the void when 
there is no fire

—Thomas Jayne 
interior designer

((
a folded paper s n. I hate looking

o
into a black hole. ;en IS 91

made of red English bookend pa 4
s-

'—T. Keller Donovan, interior desigjwr a



BOBOISIgloo Sofa, desiocd by Hans Hopfer
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ME FIRE~^

House & Garden editor at large Judyth van Amringe can’t slop stacking up 

great ideas. While less imaginative folk might keep material destined for 

their hearths in a simple woodpile, that’s just not her style, Instead, van 

Amringe ordered six cords of birch and built herself a tiny, magical cottage, 

left, next to her house in Maine. Since no nails hold it together, you can slip 

a log out and throw it on the fire. Despite her protestations, we don't think 

she'll ever watch this baby burn. —SABINE ROTHMAN

When the fire’s out, I like a stack of
silver birch logs standing on end

^Thomas Pheasant, interior designer

u

mantel magicThe greatest 
accessory is a 
glass screen 

with as little hardware 
as possible”

—Alison Spear, architect

womwi’s work te never done In Stephanie French’s 
living room—not for the Philip Morris vice presi* 
dent, but for the doughy figures In her Tom Otter- 
ness mantel. “My apartment had a horrible rococo 
taux>gilt fireplace," the New Yorker explains. So 

she and her daughter commissioned Ottemess to create 
a surround, below, depicting women workers struggling 
up ladders to meet their heroines at the top. “I had seen 
an Ottemess frieze around a doorway, and I thought I’d 
love to have a mantel,” says French. The Frenches 
selected two scenes from a series Ottemess had exhib
ited about, among other things, humankind’s triumphs 
and battles. “It tells a section of the story,” says the artist. 
"It’s the only one of its kind, and it was their invention.”!^
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modem stone age“It seems the larger the home, the larger the tircpl.icc,” says 
Bob Heath, vice president of the Cultured Stone Corporation 
(8oo-2f y-1727). Tbi.s trend warms his heart, for his California 
company makes the stone and brick needed to build these 
new colossi, below. Heath’s “designer stones" are cheaper and

easier to install than the 
real thing. The lightweight 
clones are made in molds 
taken from natural rocks 
and then filled with a mix
ture of cement, pumice, 
and iron oxide pigments. 
The company offers 19 tex
tures and shapes and 84 col
ors, and says consumers can 
redo their fireplaces them
selves. “If you can lay tile," 
Heath promises, "you can 
certainly lay our product."

— JULIE GRAY
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Luxury and performance come together like never before.

M.w fo€ wuH HyMnn nytn

PERFORMANCE

3.2-Liter. 225-Horsepower VTEC V-6 Engine 

4-Speed Automatic With SportShift Transmission 

4-Wheel Double-Wishbone Suspension 

Speed-Sensitive Power Steering 
Anti-Lock Braking System (ABS) 

Traction Control System



Introducing the AcuraTL

tabjdrduDnalKHtiex.rKirO'idlictmt MolK m MeOigM dmnon Fatm nmrtfoi bfb For mort information an Ike 1999 Acuro Tl. call l-BOO-TO-ACUMoriimlwww.aaira.com

LUXURY

Hand-Selected. Leather-Appointed Interior 

Custom-Engineered Bose^ CD Audio System 

Steering Wheel-Mounted Audio Controls 

Power Moonroof With Tilt Feature 

Available Acura Satellite-Linked Navigation System 

The 1999 TL, starting at $27,950 ®ACURA
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the rural gourmet
t’s not ea^ being a great cook 
in the boondocks. The key, 
explains Tony Brush, right, of 

Franconia, New Hampshire, is a 
well-stocked larder and a willing
ness to look beyond local mar
kets for daily provisions. Though 
he lives 6o miles from a decent 
specialty store, this alumnus of 

New York’s celebrated Gotham Bar 
& Grill and Berkeley’s Chez Panisse 
can still whip up complex dishes like 
brandadc de morue on short notice.

“Whenever I go on a trip, I keep a 
shopping list in my pocket,” Brush 
says. On his semiannual visits to New 
York City, Brush stops at Arthur 
Avenue in the Bronx, where he stocks 
up on salt-cured anchovies, olive oil, 
salt cod, and country-style bread from 
Terranova’s Bakery, which he double- 
bags and freezes. (Friends send re
inforcement loaves when he runs low.)

I
BRUSH BUYS- J LOCAL SHALLOTS. 'S

S LBS. AT A TIME./ FARM'STANO
TO KEEP IN HISTOMATOES ARE
VEGETABLE BINTURNED INTO

& SAUCES THAT
X
(0

FROM TEITEL
BROTHERS,

B0O4S0-7055.
HE BUYS EDDA

OLIVE OIL BY
GALLON

Monthly excursions to a food co-op 
in Hanover, New Hampshire, an hour 
and a half away, allow Brush to lay up 
vegetables and other staples—like
Barillapasta—in bulk. And, as befits some- European vegetables, he buys chervil and 
one whose sfXJuse works for a catalogue Cfis cardoons. A woman in town shares with
wife, Diane, is director of merchandise for him the extraordinary eggs laid by her selves will usually feed them good food and 
Garnet Hill), Bru.sh also depends on mail
order for Peer’s Coffee, Penzeys Spices, and farmer. Brush purchases stock in half a 
baking supplies from King Arthur Flour, sweet-com-fed calf, which is butchered 

An avid believer in seeking out special to his specifications in the fall and 
local resources, he also shops close to stored in his freezer. “1 try to ,•

avoid commercially raised meat, 
which tend.s to have been '

exposed to steroids and antibiotics,” he 
ejqjiains. “People who raise livestock chem-

Araucana chickens. And from a nearby won’t use drugs. In the country it’s easier.”
When it comes to herbs, he’s practi

cally self-sufficient. “If you arc going to 
have houscplants," says Brush, who 

grows basil, thyme, and rosemary 
'• in pots, “you might as well be able 
I to eat them.

SHIPMENTS 
FROM PEET'S 

COFFEE, 
aOO-9B9-2132, 

ARRIVE

\home. From a neighboring 
gardener who cultivates / when brush %

CAN FIND 
BARILLA'S 

INEXPENSIVE BUT 
, TASTY PASTA, HE 

, STOCKPILES IT /

M — LYGEIA GRACE

BAKING
SUPPLIES FROMT!

KING ARTHUR
FLOUR BAKER'S

CATALOGUE
UML827.U3Sr

HE ORDERS 
ESSENTIAL AND 
EXOTIC SEASON

INGS IN BULK FROM 
L PENZEYS SPICES, 
k 414-S79-7207

»

mm'i
A NEIGHBOR'S 

ARAUCANA EGGS 
IMPROVE MAYON

NAISE. PANCAKES

A FRIEND IN 
MONTANA SENDS 
BRUSH UNUSUAL 

VARIETIES OF 
GARLIC

\ ANNUALLY /

7 BRUSH FREEZES^ 
BREAD FROM 
TERRANOVA'S 

. BAKERY. 7tS-73S- 
3827, TO MAKE 

CROUTONS

AND SALAD
NIQOISE

HE FREEZES



THE LEE JOFA FURNITURE COLLECTION AVAILABLE THROUGH INTERIOR DESIGNERS & ARCHITECTS.
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frequent buyers
Was it the pattern or was it the miles? That's bound to be the ques

tion now that Kravet has introduced its Rewards of Style program, 

allotting points to decorators and architects for their purchases of 

the firm’s decorative fabrics.

trimmings, wallpapers, and 

furnishings. Points in the 

frequent-flier-like program

can be redeemed for prizes

such as 1999 World Series

tickets, flve days at Canyon 

Ranch, or a Mark Hampton 

tufted-leather footstool.

rnUlenmcd televiskm
DON’T BE S.A.D.nstead of spending $15,000 

to hide the TV, why not 
spend $15,000 to look at 

it?" asks interior designer 
Myles Scott Harlan. He bor
rowed a Fujitsu flat-screen 
television ($11,000) from Bang 
& Olufsen to hang on the wall 
of his guest room, above, at a 
show house in Westhampton 
Beach, New York, last sum
mer. (Philips makes a similar

I four-and-a-half-inch-deep 
model for $15,000.) “^e room 
was supposed to be fun and 
beachy,” says Harlan, who 
upholstered the pillows on the 
B&B Italia armchair in white 
terry. “It’s a place to kick back 
and relax, so there was no 
need to hide the TV. In the 
future, it’s the one thing 
9VBryonB will want. Already, 
my clients are ordering them."

John McEUen, the founder 
of Microsun (888-526-0022), 
doesn’t promise that one of 
his stylish lamps, left, will 
alleviate seasonal a:ffective 
disorder. But outfitted with 
special halide bulbs (similar 

to chose used to light night 
games in baseball stadiums), 

Microsun’s lamps will definitely 
brighten your rooms, if not your mood.

HOUSE RULES
NAME Clodagh
PRIMARY RESIDENCE A penthouse 
loft with barrei-vautted ceilings. 
RESUME: Irish-bom interior designer 
based in New York.
CURRENT PROJECTS A major resi
dence on Fifth Avenue; two houses in 
Malibu; the Elizabeth Arden Red Door 
Salons; the NYC offices of Elektra 
Entertainment Group.
I CANT GO TO SLEEP WITHOUT Read
ing from at least three books, and being 
comforted by aromatherapy candies.
I SLEEP ONLY ON Organic cotton and 
linen from Terra Verde.
MY REFRIGERATOR IS ALWAYS 
STOCKED WITH A United Nations of 
curry pastes and tofu in many shapes 
and forms. There is always champagne 
in case a celebration is in order— 
fortunately, a frequent occurrence.

THE FIRST THING I DO WHEN I WAKE 
UP Is make a cup of Irish tea, exercise, 
and meditate—one morning training 
and one morning yoga—otherwise I 
would degenerate Into an amorphous 
blob. Then I fight with my husband 
about who is going to walk the dog. 
When I lose, I do a walking meditation, 
which Is easy with an old dog who 
stops at every hydrant 
MY FAVORITE PLACE TO READ IS 
Everywhere. I am a bookaholic. I am 
probably the only person in the world 
who reads in the showerl 
MY MOST RECENT FURNITURE 
PURCHASES Three hand-carved stools 
from Zambia.
A HOUSE IS NOT A HOME UNLESS It 
has demar>ding loved ones (either on 
two legs or four) and a meditation 
space to escape to.
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Bordeaux, always a propos.
►4

A propos. From snacks to supper, dinner for two or pot luck with friends, Bordeaux is always the right choice. It goes with 
every kind of food, any day of the week, any time of year. Show your good taste by uncorking a bottle or two of a Medoc, 

Bordeaux Supdrieur or Cdtes de Bordeaux wine. Get into the world of Bordeaux. Explore our web site at www.bordeaux.com
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Ê 20-MINUTE GARDENER

Chain the gas can
to the garage door

handle. Otherwise,
instead of bringing the
mower to the can, your
employee will inevitably
take the can to the mower,
spill fuel on the lawn, and
create large brown
patches of poisoned turf.

teenage wasteland? not!
As garden helpers, the kids are ail right.

wcnty years ago, before Tom could learn to 
^rden he first had to become fluent in Ital
ian. In tho.se days, it was southern Italian 

immigrants who provided the horticultural work
force, at least in the Northeast. But now Tom is. 
like, learning to talk teen-speak, you know?

The fact is, the only outdoor help you are 
likely to get in most American suburbs these days 
is from teenagers. Even if you can find a real gar
dener in your community (someone who knows 
how and when to divide a summer phlox, or even 
wdiat that is), you probably can’t afford the wages 
he or she charges. And if you could, you’d find that 
they aren’t interested in doing the kind of mun
dane stuff you need done. A real gardener wants 
to tend the orchid house, not weed your p>etunia.s.

Your average teenager, Tom admits, may not 
know a summer phlox from a hole in the ground, 
but he maintains that if handled properly, a 
teenager is the greatest boon to gardening since 
the invention of the Weedwacker. Marty insists 
that these chronolc^cally challet^ed individuals 
are unemployed because they are unemployable. 
But then Marty, as a proud parent, has ignored 
Tom’s first rule of working with teenagers.

Rule #i: Never hire your own children. Who 
wants to eat dinner every night with a disgrun
tled ex-employee?

Rule #2: Hire friends’ children. Kmbarra.sscd 
parents can deal with labor trouble in ways that

would land you in front of a federal mediator.
Rule #3: Provide cheap tools. Your teenage 

employees are preoccupied with hormones, 
questions of what they will do with their lives, 
etc. Whatever cools they do not lose, they will 
wreck. A teenager cannot expected to check 
the oil level in your mower. If it is one that you 
despise, it will be easier to accept that its 
engine has seized up.

Rule #4: Never let a teenager use your chain 
saw. Remember, this is the age group the army 
recruits to jump out of planes and blew up bridges.

Rule #5: Foster paranoia. Periodically throu^- 
out the day, sneak up on teenage employees, each 
time approaching from a different direction. 
Appear suddenly, si^e.st how the work could be 
done better, then silently slip awav. This unnerv
ing jack-in-the-box demeanor may seem nasty, 
but former employees have told Tom that he 
helped them greatly in learning to focus on the 
ta.sk at hand—a crucial life skill.

Rule #6: Pay a bit more than the minimum 
wage. Teenagers do not yet grasp that the work
place is all about ejqjloitation. Leave their naivete 
intact, and you'll benefit from an enthusiasm as 
refreshing as anything else you arc liable to 
encounter in your garden. Working with the 
chronologically challenged isn’t an cjqjcdicnt. It 
is, as we au courant horticuIturi.sts say, “da bomb.”

— TOM CHRISTOPHER AND MARTY ASHER

2 Declare the flower 
beds off-limits, 

indiscriminate enthusiasm 
is not an asset when 
one is weeding around 
choice perennials.

3Clearly mark the 
edges of the lawn. 

To a 16-year-old, there 
may be no visible differ
ence between ground 
cover and turf.

vVVt

Design with antique 
formality. Teenagers 

trim shrubs into spheres, 
cones, turreted battle
ments, etc. with amazing 
facility. Their 'yiaturalistic' 
pruning, however, recalls 
Diane Arbus rather 
than Ansel Adams.

O'fwi

4
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Lots of events in life are learning experiences. But they don’t supply what it takes to get into college. 

Meeting with one of our agents, however, can help you provide for your child's higher education- 

no matter what happens to you. Northwestern Mutual Life has always received the highest ratings for 

financial strength and security from Standard & Poor's, Moody’s. A.M. Best, and Duff & Phelps. It could 

be the smartest move you ever make in looking after your child’s future.

c l99BT)«Kanhvml9inMulUAlLifelniutancaCo,Milwau>n'. Wl www.norlhwoitemmuUi.i'
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FRENCH GOURMETS

^ TMwf Assislinfi prominenl French chefs in ihecretuinn of ivondrtimfood humid air jwMrutg the ttiiinwte Tn flaoar and p>ldm braun color.

sirKe W08. Mwle one <U a lime like a prized recipe. La (lornue stoves Offeretl in widths from 70 tn 180 centimeters with eleclric^fvens.

Vfr.f
f:frmt»re a patented vaulted (mm and 90 years of experience, research. 20,000 BTII liurners and the “platiue coup de feu", a solid cast iron

and tradition lovingly rface providing

passed from father to heal. Fiack

grandson.son t o ■n is nvaiioble tnfftean

fHi t^rnueThe unu porcelain

ilrr ($'con- colors with six

to rook with 'erenl types of

consistent flow of very hot metal trim.

Cf
Distributed exclusively by: The Purcell Murray Company, 113 Park L a n r is bane, CA 94003.

Avm^fhle jftrough kitchen designers and dealers. For the designer or dealer call 1-800-892-4040



RAVES FOR PANS The new Hackman Tools line from Finland
includes, clockwise from top right: 2.54iter Sauteuse, $135;S-liter
casserole, $225; and cast-iron frying pans, $85 to 95, 800-448-8252.

pot luck
The view on the range just turned into a pan-orama. Pots and pans have 
never looked so hot. WcVe scoured the world and found the best from a chef 
in France and a designer in Finland. Also, the latest on the kitchen cabinet 
front: new colors, finishes, even a collection based on sacred geometry.

PHOTOGRAPHED BY JONATHAN KANTORPRODUCED BY BROOKE STODDARD
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WHATEVER YOUR CULINARY PROWES s, Stylish pots and pans are one way to cook with flair. 
The cookware on these pages is as exquisite as any china pattern, and moves easily from stove- 
top to tabletop. But these pots are also serious tools that are turning up in the kitchens of top 
chefs. Alain Ducasse, the celebrated French chef, designed and tested a line of copper pots in 
his Paris restaurant, which are now available in this country. But which to choose: the artisanal 
hammered version or the smooth copper? Stockholm designer Bjorn Dahlstrom consulted with 
several European chefs while developing his new Tools line for Hackman, a 200-year-old Finnish
BEYOND RED L« Creuset’s cast-iron basics now coma in fash
ionable colors like platinum and saffron. Clockwise from top:

Windsor saucepan in platinum, $100; oval French oven In saffron, 
$150; soup pot, $170; and omelette pan, $40. 1-877-creuset.
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cookware company. With the pros’ needs in mind, he cooked up a compound technique that 
sandwiches a core of aluminum, which distributes heat efficiently, between layers of stainless 
steel, a safe and long-lasting material. Le Creuset’s cast-iron cookware isn’t new: the company 
has been making its enamel-coated pots—a favorite of Julia Child and of chef Reed Hearon of 
San Francisco’s Rose Pistola—since 1925. But even Le Creuset’s famed French ovens are getting 
a face-lift. They have a fashionable new line, the Metallic Colors, and it’s sure to go platinum.f*^
CHEF’S SPECIAL French master chef Alain Ducasse designed 
this copper cookware. The pots shown here range in price from

S185 for a 16-centimeter saucepot to $550 for a 40-centimetar 
pot. Available at Bergdorf Goodman. 800-218-4918.
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Since 1959 available through fine architects and interior designers 
Aii products manufactured by Phyirich International are covered by a lifetime warranty.

For our complete 6 color catalog send $25.<M) (outside L'.S. $50.00), or phone us for the location of our distributor nearest vou. 
Department P21,1(HM) North Orange Drive. Los Angeles. CA 90038-2318. C all 323.4673143 or 800.PHM.RIC H (8(M).749.'S742)

INTERNATIONAL
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Gsnnany, will be available starting in March at 
Repertoire, Boston. 617-426-3865. Christians 
of New York, an English collection, is now 
on Madison Avenue. 212-570-6371. And 
Miele, from Germany, opened recently In 
Beverly Hills, CA. 310-855-9470.
3 PI CHEST William Ohs’s Renaissance 
kitchen cabinetry is based on the 
ancient mathematical principles of 
sacred geometry. Wm Ohs, Inc., Denver, 
CO. 303-371-6550.

4 POUR IT ON Semi-pro chrome faucet, 
$585, from KWC Faucets. 888-592-3287.

5 THE DOORS Slematic cabinet fronts, from 
left: Rad Painter’s Collection, Citrus Yellow 

laminate, and European chestnut. 800-765-5266.
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After a long day out and about, you crave something different. Something comfortable.

Something new. Where luxurious leather with soft lines of character soothes with just a

touch. Ingenious pull up chairs and ottomans create more seating and invite others to

share. And silhouettes of beautiful slipcovered sofas fill your world with a calming sense

of practicality. Once you change to Mitchell Gold, you'll never buy the same way again.

Change inhere you live with the furniture you buy.

iNlher/npbehiered/sliiKoiered
Call 1/800/789/5401 or visit us online at www.mitcheil90ld.cam



« UNIVERSAL PICTURES Students from the Rhode Island School
of Design rethink the traditional kitchen. The Cooper-Hewftt

Museum in NYC exhibits two ergonomic kitchens for
tomorrow. Until March 21. 212-849^400.

7 ITALIAN SLEEK Viva cabinets in laminate, wood

more news veneer, and lacquer finishes. Created by Ferrari
stylist Pininfarina for Snaidero. 1-877-snaidero.

8 MIXED MEDIA From left: Europa cherry-
veneer cabinet door in amber, Virginian maple

in sandstone with punched-metal door,
and Mira in iron cobalt blue. All from Canac
Kitchens. 800-canac 4u.
0 TAP IN Professional Series stainless-steel
sink, Franks. 800-626-5771.
10 MOVE IT Boffi Studio’s The Works and
WK6 lines, by Piero Lissoni, have movable
components. Boffi Studio, NY. 212-421-1800.
11 FACE FORWARD Bayshore cabinet

front in azure and Cloister door in bird’s-eye
maple, from Plain & Fancy Custom Cabinetry.

800-447-9006.
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who says
you

have it all?

newComplete UV PROTgtTiC
Moisture Lotion ^

NOW. HAVE EN^KITHING IN A L<

THIS S NEW OIL OF OLAY' COMI

\
OlAY

rr PW5TECTS AGAINST DAMAGING

UVA AND UVB RAYS. ITS GOT VITAMIN E

AND LIGHT. GREASELESS OLAY MOII

FOR HEALTHY. BEAUTIFUL SKIN.

THIS ONE LOTION HAS IT ALL

oPROVEN TO GIVE YOUR SKIN EVERYTHING 
IT NEEDS MOSTTO LOOK BEAUTIFUL



Certified Pre-Owned Lexus

CS5BO—

3 YEARS/100,000 MILES.

OBVIOUSLY, WE’RE NOT AFRAID OF COMMITMENT.

This could be the beginning of a long and beautiful relationship. Lexus is proudly offering a very committal

3-year/100,000-total-vehicle-mile limited warranty on every Certified Pre-Owned Lexus. Not only that,

but a rigorous 128-point inspection and our generous Customer Care Package* that includes amenities

like 24-hour Roadside Assistance, new-car financing rates* and a free loaner car with qualified repairs.

The ultimate marriage of convenience^ Definitely. Take the plunge and

test-drive a Certified Pre-Owned Lexus today. Only at your Lexus dealer. ONLY AT YOUR LEXUS DEALER

lexuscpo.com

'1TI99S Lem, a Division ofToiota lifator f .s', 4.. Inc. Lexus remuuis you to leear sefitheU.'i, secure chUdrea in rear seat, obey alt speed lams and driie responsibly,
See roar participating l.etus dealer for details on the Lexus Certified Pre-Omned Customer Care hsckage including the Umiied warranty and Roadside Assistance.

’Financing available to qualified customers ikivugh Lexus Financial Services.
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CUTTING EDGE The 
latest word in knives, 
ceramic cutlery is 
costly, but, makers 
beast, lasts years 
without sharpening.
A white 3.5-inch 
CeraStar paring knife, 
$85, at Moss, NYC. 
212-226-2190. A black 
6-inch ceramic chefs 
knife by Kyocera 
America, about $250. 
800-537-0294.

kitchen
knives

Tt slices! It dices! It chops, carves, pares, peels, and trims! TV-pitch hype aside, 

serious cooks know that a good knife deserves exclamation points. In
forged steel or the new ceramics, the best blade holds a keen edge. The 
grip feels sturdy in the hand. With proper care and storage (and sharpening), 
a good knife lasts years and simplifies cooking chores. It really, really works.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY JAY ZUKERKORNWRiTTEN BY GREGORY CERIO

PRODUCED BY NEWELL TURNER
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E
ric Ripcrt, the 
chef at the cele
brated New York 
seafood restaurant 
Le Bernardin, is 

a nice man. Gracious, polite, he 
exudes all measure of generous 
bonhomie—unless the subject is 
sharing knives in the kitchen.
Then, a trace of pique enters his 
voice. “You never give your knives 
to anyone. It’s not being selfish.
You just don’t do it. I would share 
my toothbrush with my wife, but 
not my knife.”

Ask Ivlark McGwire about his 
Rawlings Big Stick bat, or Annc- 
Sophie Mutter about her Stradi- 
varius, and you are likely to get as 
impassioned a response as you do 
talking to cooks about their knives.
To a cook, a knife has a kind of 
mystique. More partner than tool, 
it can alter your personality. Alice 
Waters, whose !^rkeley, Califor
nia, restaurant. Chez Panisse, is a 
gourmet landmark, talks about 
her “outrageous” Russian meat 
cleaver. “It’s long and has teeth on 
the back; it looks dangerous as 
hell. When I use it, I feel power
ful.” For chef Rick Moonen, 
of New York’s Oceana, a knife 
“should feel like a good pair of 
shoes.” As Ripert sums it up: “A 
knife is very personal.”

When it comes to choosing a 
hi^-quality kitchen knife, that is 
the primary point to bear in mind. Excel
lent blades are made worldwide, from 
Germany (the best brands include 
Wiisthof-Trident, J. A. Henckels Twin 
models, F. Dick), France (Thiers-Issard), 
and Japan (Global), to the United States 
(LamsonSharp, Chicago Cutlery). There 
are heavy knives and light knives, long 
and short knives, wide and narrow knives, 
knives with handles made of wood, metal, 
rubber, nylon, and plastic, But “best” 
comes down to individual caste. “The 
main thing is your comfort,” says Jay 
Alpert, co-owner of the Professional Cut
lery Direct catalogue. “A knife must feel 
like an extension of your hand."

Comfort does not necessarily mean

THE BASIC BLADES There are knives in many shapes for 
every task, but no cook should be without the essential three; 
a hefty chefs knife for jobs like chopping vegetables and crushing 
garlic (top, an 8-lnch, wide-Uade Wiisthof-Trident Classic chefs knife, 
$120; 800-289-9878): a thinner utility knife for slicing (certter, a J. A. 
Henckels 6-inch Professional S Series utiiity knife, $72; in NY: 914-749- 
3434); and a paring knife for detailed work (bottom, a Legacy Forged 
3.5-inch paring knife from Chicago Cutlery. $34; 800-545-4411).

Holding Patterns

The handle contributes almost as much 
to the quality of a knife as the blade, pro
viding balance, weight, and strength. In 
the best forged knives, the flat piece of 
metal extending behind the blade—the 
tang—runs the length of the handle. You 
should feel no gaps between the tang 
and the wooden grips and rivets that 
hold them together. Because sanitary 
rules prohibit wooden-handled knives in 
professional kitchens (the fear is that 
bacteria will collect in the gaps), most 
knives now made for working cooks have 
polypropylene handles that are molded 
around a pencil-shaped “rat-tair tang.
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IT’S NOT JUST A KITCHEN,
IT’S CENTER STAGE.

Whether you 're entertaining or cooking, your kitchen is where you 

perform. That’s why SuMatic kitchens are designed to functivn flaw

lessly daring preparation and look stunning during presentation. To 

learn more, or to order the SieMatic Kitchen

Book caU 1-800-^765-5266.

Visit us at u'ww.sUnuitic.coni

ORDER YOUR SIEMATIC KITCHEN BOOK NOW!
Send me the SieMatic Kitchen Book, a 130-page guide h) the finest 
in kitchen design. I have enclosed a check or money order for $19.95.
Send to; SieMatic Corporation. Oept. H60299, P.O.Box 936, Langhorne, 
PA 19047. Or call t-liOO-765-5266 in the U.S. or Canada to order or 
to visit the showroom nearest you.

NAME

AODKESS

STATE ZIPCTTY

PHONE
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quality Today, most superior knives are 
fashioned from high-carbon stainless 
steel, a corrosion-resistant alloy soft 
enough to take a sharp edge, yet strong 
enough to hold it. In France, many fine 
kitchen knives are still made from simple 
carbon steel (that is, with no chromium 
added, as in stainless steel). These soft 
steel blades can easily be honed to a razor 
edge, but they oxidize quickly, rum black, 
and can become pitted and corroded.

Historically, the best knives have been the steel, making it flexible. The blade is 
forged. The whole of the knife—blade, then ground, tapered, and finished.

The biggest current buzz in blades is 
the blade that provides balance and acts about ceramic knives—cutlery that 
as a finger guard), and tang (the extension reputedly never needs sharpening. Intro-
around which the handle is formed)—is duced from Japan some 12 years ago, 
fashioned from one chunk of steel, A ceramic knives are made of a press- 
steel blank is fire-softened, then struck molded compound of zirconium, the 
like a coin into a mold. The steel goes 
through two heating and cooling cycles.
The first hardens it; the second tempers

bolster (the blocky section of steel behind

same element in fake diamonds, cubic 
zirconia. While the material is super- 
hard, the knife edge will, in fact, become 
dull. Kyocera, the Kyoto-based firm 
that is the leading ceramic-blade maker, 
estimates that a ceramic knife will

ii\ have an outrageous cleaver from Russia. When 

I use it, I f©©l powerful
hold its edge for three to five years. 
A new edge can be ground on an 

industrial diamond wheel. But the 
knives lack the springiness of steel 
and can’t take the horizontal pres
sure used, say, to crush garlic. 
“With the hardness comes a 
certain brittleness," says Alan 
Panton, Kyocera’s U.S. sales man
ager. “Wc consider them sheets 
more than choppers.”

—ALICE WATERS, chef

nI

onsumers won’t consider 
them a bargain. The cer
amic-blade-making pro

cess is expensive. While a typical 
hi^-quality forged chefs knife can 
cost $90 to S120, accramic knife of 
the same type costs around $250.

Still, ceramic knives are sharp, 
and sharpness is the only real 
measure of a knife. Cooks say 
that slicing a tomato is the best 
test of a blade edge. If you don’t 
want to smuggle produce into 
Mac/s, try writing paper. A sharp 
blade should easily slice a sheet 
held at arm’s length.

Selecting the type of knife you 
need is the next step. There are 
dozens of varieties of blades, many

C

TASKMASTERS Specialty knrves 
include: 1 a tomato knife (from 
LamsonSharp, $37.95, 800-872- 
6564); 2 a meat cleaver (from Thiers- 
Issard, $59.95; available through 
Professional Cutlery Direct, 800-859- 
6994); 3 a salmon sheer (Wusthof-Tri- 
dent Grand Prix model, $106); 4 an 
offsei-hai>dle bread knife (Good 
Grips, from Oxo, $10, 800-54S4411); 
5 a boning knife (J. A. Henckels 
Professional S Series model, $68).
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ProfMsional Cutlery Direct). 4 A tradittonal [ 
Steel ($28, Chicago Cutlery) or 5 a ceramic 
steal (Global model, $80, Zahar's, NYC, 
ZtZ'TST'ZOOO) readice an edge fw each uae 
6 Like a barber’s strop, a leather hone 
gives blades a razor finish (Keith De’Grau 
model, $58, Professional Cutlery Direct).

IE SSSTT MONE Products to keep 
knives on edge. 1 Chantry Knife Sharpener, 
like a butcher's steel, hones a biade (about 
$40, SOO^HAHTirr). 2 A flat stael by F. Olck 
harulles light and heavy honing ($88, Profes* 
sionat Cutlery Direct). 3 A whetstone puts 
on a new edge (Arkansas OH Stone, $30,

9

skills
THE COOKING WORLD HAS A RULE OF THUMB—MANY 
a badly sliced thumb—that a dull knife is more dangerous than 
a sharp one. “A dull knife makes you work hard,” Mark Lobel, 
of the famed Manhattan butcher shop Lobel's Meat Market, 
explains. “So mistakes happen.” Safety is only one reason to 
maintain sharp knives. After each use, a blade loses efficiency, 
as the molecules of its edge are disarranged. Keeping a keen 
blade involves two procedures: steeling and sharpening.

Watching a chef flourish a steel—the metal rod 
ftiat comes with most knife sets—is intimidating. But he's only 
jazzing up a routine task. Steeling simply realigns a knife 
edge; do it before every use. Hold the steel perpendicular to

the countertop, with the tip anchored on a cloth. Draw the 
knife edge across at a 20-degree angli 
minute hand at three past the hour—working from a blade's 
heel to tip at an even pace. Four or five swipes a side will do. 
SliarfM^nliif^Abouttwice a year, a knife must be sharp
ened. which basically regrinds an edge. Sending knives to the 
sharpener is a great tradition, but purists prefer to use a whet
stone themselves. Many natural stones are sold double-sided, 
with a coarse grit (for very dull knives) bonded to a fine grit 
(for general use). Lubricate the stone with water to keep friction 
from overheating the knife's edge (which makes it brittle). Work 
the blade from heel to tip at a 20-degree angle, until it is sharp.

-blink of a clock's
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Dacor's Pure Convection!,
s

is lust Hot Aif!
I

■*t I 'i I!I II f irri 95C V Il

Dacor's Pure Convection™ System is quite simply the best 
available on the market today. While other convection 
ovens heat air with the elements in the oven chamber, 
Dacor's Pure Convection™ system uses a third element 
outside the oven's cooking area, located behind a baffle, 
that separates the food from the heat source.

«.
-C-.

fj*

Our Electric Pure Convecticn" outperforms all gas 
and electric convection ovens. It proxndes superior 

heat distribution and control. The result is superior 
cooking performance.

The heated air is channeled by the baffle and evenly 
circulated throughout the oven via the convection fan, 
eliminating hot or cold spots, Dacor's Pure Convection™ 
system also has a Stainless Steel filter, which dimmtes the 
transfer of food flavors and aromas from one dish to 
another. Combining these two features allows exceptionally 
even multi-rack cooking. You can cook an entire meal in 
one oven cell at the same time or six trays of cookies that 
will always come out evenly browned regardless of rack 
position. No other convection system can match Dacor's 
Pure Convection™ Ovens..,

If it doesn't say DACOR it isn't Pure Convection™

cd

For more information, simply call

950 South Raymond Avenue, Pasadena, C!A 91109-7202, USA • Telephone: 800-793-0093 * Fax; 626-441-9632 • Web: www.dacorappl.com
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SLICE OF STYLE Good looks don’t mak« 
a knife better, but they don't hurt. Far left: 
A teardrop-shaped sterling herb knife 
from the John Hardy Cohection ($180, 800- 
Z-jhardy) cuts up with a Michael Merriman 
chefs knife, left ($60, 888-439-8871), and 
a Global cheese knife, perforated to keep 
cheese from sticking to the blade ($50, 
Zahar's). Below: A Sur La Table pizza 
teheei ($11, 800-243-0852) siu by a Global 
sashimi knife ($79, Zabar’s), and Lamson- 
Sharp poultry shears ($29.95 to $39.95).

dull, sharpen it by having a new edge 
ground with a whetstone. Don’t use an 
electric sharpener in lieu of a steel. This 
grinds off much more metal than neces
sary, and shortens a knife’s life.
• Wash knives by hand in warm, soapy 
water, and dry them quickly Never put 
knives in a dishwasher—even if the man
ufacturer says it’s safe. Edges can get 
knocked around; handles may warp.
♦ Store knives in a wooden block or a slot
ted tray, never loose in a drawer. Magnetic 
strips are fine, provided they are powerful 
enough to hold heavy knives. Most pro
fessional cooks use a cloth knife roll. 
Arailable at cookware stores, it is a length 
of canvas with separate pockets for each 
knife that can be rolled up and tied.

Respecting knives can turn them into 
an investment. “A knife should be 
treated like a fine instrument—like a
watch or any heirloom,” says Norman 

meat. Serrated knives are perfect for Kornbleuth, owner of the New York 
bread or tomatoes. (Serrated knives rarely cookware store Broadway Panhandler, 
get dull; ifthey do, they .should be profes- “Properly cared for, a knife will last a

generation,

designed for special tasks. Wusthof- 
Tfident offers 55 knives in its Classic line 
alone.Theone essential is a chef’s knife— 
a weighty, all-purpose blade, 8 to 10 inches sionally sharpened.) 
long. Most German- and American-made 
models are wide and curved, so the blade responsibilities. Good cooks are almost 
pivots or rocks near the tip. French chef's fanatical about following several rules: 
knives arc narrower and more triangular • Treat a knife edge like crystal. Don’t 
in shape, for cooks trained to chc^ with a whack it against hard surfaces. Use a cut

ting board with give—one made of wood 
or plastic, not glass or stone.

ther important knives arc a • Learn to maintain a knife edge. An 
thinner 8-inch utility knife for important point is to know the difference 
carving meat or poultry, and a between honing and sharpening. Honing 

paring knife for detailed work with fruits a metal blade with a butcher’s steel before 
and vegetables. Serious cooks will want a 
boning knife, vdiose narrow, curved blade 
slips between meat and bones and sinew.
A cleaver hews bones in large cuts of well.) When the blade does eventually go

Finally, a hi^-qu^ty knife comes with

hopping, seesaw motion.

O
each use effectively realigns a knife edge, 
and will help it last much longer. (The 
new ceramic steels work particularly

I’d share my toothbrush with my wif© 
but not my knife”—eric ripert, chef

u

f
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Viva by Pininfarina

Form Follows Inspiration

<;naider'G
KITCHENS + DESIGN

Please send your fuU-color Design Encyclopedia 
•Wosfraiing Snaidero's unique kitchen design 
collection. My check for $25.00 iswicloseo.

For a location nearest 
you call toll free: 
1-877-SNAIDERO 
or visit our web site at 
www.snaiderousa.com

Name_
Address.iL

ZipCi^Order the Snaidero 
Design Encvciopedia Telephone  __

SNAIDERO USA 201W, 132nd SL. Los Angeles, CA 90061 
Deo 01/A

Dott. Oano Snaidero 
President and CEO 
of Snaidero USA

SnaiderD localiom: Miwii, R. (954)923.98601 Naples. FL (941)514.1774 1 Tampa. FL (813)241.6700 / Sarasota. FL <941)330.9300 / ChicaB). IL (312)644.6662 > Morristown. NJ (973)285.5588 
Ocean O^, NJ (609)391.8777 / Philadelphia. PA (215)977.8899 . kUmarenek. NY (914)381.1^ / Manhattan. NY (877)762.4337 / Suffem, NY (914)357.7575! Lone Island. NY (516)365.0595 
Greenwich, CT (203)869.7448 /Cleveland. OH (216)464.7300 > Washi(«ton. DC (202)484.8066 / SattLahe City, UT (801)474.1920 / Scottsdale. AZ (602)473.2949 / San DiefO, CA (619)456.0050 
Lae Angeles. CA (310)657.5497 / San Gabriel. CA (626)447.8688 / San Rafael. CA (415)258.8222 / San Francisco. CA (415)351.1100 / Honotuhi, HI (808)599.4379 / Vancouver BC, CN (604)669.4565 
Edmonton. Alberta CN (403)433.7801 / Calgary. Alberta CN (403)229.1900 / Dominican Republic (809)530.56631 Puerto Rico (787)723.9191 / Mexico City. Mexico (525)202.9813 

Caacas, Venezuela (582)265.0920



Hom^y truths
Hail to the kitchen gargoyle to the revelatory 

power of things not entirely beautiful

BY RUTH REICHL

HAT IS that Ugly 
old thing doing 
in your kitchen?"

“It’s not ugly!" 
I cry, leaping to 

the defense of my sugar bowl. Still, I 
can’t help noticing that my friend has 
visibly recoiled and is now looking at 
me as if the object in my hand might 
bite her. Following her glance I look, 
really look, at the article in which I 
keep my sugar.

Okay, I’ll admit it’s an odd color. 
Once plated with silver, it lost its 
youthful glow sometime before I was

bom and is now a sort of mean, dull 
gray. I could replate it, I suppose, but 
then I’d be forced to look at all its other 
attributes, And frankly, I’m not sure I 
could stand that.

My sugar bowl stands about 6 inches 
high and has the .shape of an egg. When 
I was kid, I thought it looked exactly 
like Buck Rogers’s spaceship, and I sat 
at the breakfast table imagining it 
would take off at any moment and 
zoom out of the kitchen and into 
the sky. I wondered what the aliens 
would do with the sugar when it 
reached outer space.

The thing that makes it look like a 
spaceship, instead of, say, an egg, is its 
handles. They’re funny things that look 
rather like skinny arms akimbo, as if 
the sugar bowl were perpetually ques
tioning yoxu: judgment. It’s got attitude; 
it sits there on the counter, a gray, 
gloomy thing, endlessly inquiring 
whether you ought to be eating so 
much sugar.

And why anything with legs like 
these should have attitude is beyond 
me. Each one, you see, is a sort of lion’s 
paw with a demon’s face on top. And if 
that were not enough, this ridiculous
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Available in S, M, L and XL

Then pick a matching hood. A 36", 42", or 48" wide 

refrigerator. And a dishwasher - or two. You can even add 

a secondary cooking area. With a wine cooJer.

There are, literally, an infinite number of Viking kitchens 

available. And for you, one of them is a perfect fit.

With over 20 products to choose from, in up to 4 sizes each, 

you can design your full Viking kitchen any way you like.

The ranges vary in size from a standard 30" to a workhorse 

60" wide model. You can choose gas, electric, or dual fuel - in a 

spectrum of designer finishes, including the new Graphite Gray.

ViKiivr,

1-888-845-4641 • www.vikingrange.comViking Range Corporation •



GEVALIA KAFFE

“^YOUR PLEASURE,WILL

BE GEVALIA*.

AVAILABLE IN THE U.S. ONLY BY EXPRESS HOME DELIVERY. CALL 1-800-GEVALlA.

From its enticing aroma to its smooth, rich 
flavor, one sip will tell you Gevalio* Koffe is 
a coffee unlike any you've ever tasted.

With a heritage thot dotes bock to a smoll 
port in Gdvie, Sweden before the turn of the 
century, Gevalia* Kaffe is mosterfully roasted 
and blended in Europe. We then vacuum seal

each coffee in golden-foil pouches to help 
preserve freshness, and ship them direct to 
your door

Call to order Gevalia* Kaffe today. With 
over 22 delicious varieties to choose from, 
we're sure to satisfy your passion for the perfect 
cup of coffee.

YOU CAN ALSO ORDER AT WWW.GEVALIA.COM



it cries as I contemplate the crc-I"I have. And I have an answer: Any 
object as peculiar as this one has a spe
cial message.

Beautiful things are easy. They purr at

meisiinple tHings ation of some four-day concoction that 
will look like a Florentine paperweight 
if I manage to do every step just so. Icreature has a third handle on its head, 

a sort of tiny egg set on a tripod of you, providing pleasure, improving the glance over at my sugar bowl, shake my
world and making you happy to be head, and make meat loaf instead, 

quite fit, like something that will fall off alive. If they are natural, they make vou 
the next time someone breezes through thankful to be on earth (and if you are

so inclined, to ponder greater purpose).

paws. It looks like a hat that doesn’t
Sometimes, of course, I ignore its 

warnings. And so it watches, skeptically, 
as I whip egg whites and formulatethe kitchen in search of cookies.

I have to admit that it is remark
ably, wonderfully, spectacularly 
ugly, ugly enough to make you 
question why anyone would have 
created such an object. What pos
sessed him to do it? And then, of

My sugar bowl is a constant reminder of the 
great human urge to transform the 
world. And a warning that this is not always wisecourse, there is the next question: 

Why did anyone buy it?
I imagine my mother, sometime in 

the early ’50s, reading an 
article on redecorating your kitchen for 
pennies. “Ladies,” the author exhorts, 
“treasures are waiting around every cor
ner. Seek them our. Don’t neglect those 
rummage sales; even the least promis
ing article is filled with potential!” I 
imagine Mom setting off for the P.S. 41 
bazaar in a blaze of inspiration. There, 
hidden in a box, is the sugar bowl. 
Pouncing upon it, she considers its hid
den possibilities.

Perhaps she bought it the winter she 
sprayed all the appliances with gold 
paint. (It was not a good idea; when you 
put a slice of bread into the toaster, it 
came out slightly gilded.) Or it might 
have been the year she decided bed
rooms were irrelevant and forced the 
family to sleep on Castro Convertibles 
so she could use the entire apartment 
for parties; cocktails were served in 
my room. I suppose the sugar bowl 
presided in my brother’s bedroom, 
which is where the guests gathered for 
coffee and dessert.

fancy sauces. And when the bearnaise 
breaks, the sauce separates, and the 
souffle falls, my sugar bow! has some
thing else to say. It sits there in its ter
rible beauty reminding me that the 
worst mistakes sometimes turn out to 
be lovable.

If they are man-made, they make you 
instructive proud to belong to such a clever and 

creative species. My sugar bowl, on the 
other hand, is a constant reminder of 
the great human urge to transform the 
world. And a warning that this is not 
always wise.

This is not a bad thing to remember 
when you are in a kitchen. As I flip 
through cookbooks, considering what 
to make for dinner, my sugar bowl 
stands there like a gargoyle, cautioning 
me not to try too hard. “Remember

RUTH REICHL and her sugar bow/ reside in 
Manhattan, where she is the restaurant 
critic for The New York Times, Her mem- 
oir, Tender at the Bone (Random House), 
was published last year.

5’ll never know where, or when, 
Mom purchased the thing because 
she is no longer available for ques

tions. But it’s not too late to ask myself 
why I have chosen to look at this atro
cious object every day for aImoj?t 50 
years. Why does it sit on my kitchen 
counter while my grandmother’s per
fectly presentable silver is relegated to 
a bottom drawer?

The truth is that until that moment 
when my friend recoiled, I had never 
even considered the question. But now

I
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Oh, Reason Not the Need!
The extravag^ant, tlie useless, and the deeply cuckoo all beckon 

the promise of ti'ansformin^ our culinary liveswith

BY TOM CONNOR

Some quintessential nonesscntials: 

Vintage Enhancer 
This handy little nonessentia! changes 
the pH level of alcoholic beverages, 
making them “taste melloAver and more 
mature,” according to the packaging 
copy Which sounds absolutely necessary 
for the kinds of immature wines weVe 
been known to drink. But for a ’791 iaut- 
Brion or ’86 Margaux? “If you pay $100 
for a vintage bottle of wine, I don’t think 
it needs to be enhanced,” says Melen 
I lam, the buyer for Zabar's block-long 
I louscwares Mezzanine on Broadway at 
Eightieth Street. Ncvcrthele.ss, if you’ve 
bought all the impressive vintage wines 
you want, and still have money left over, 
hell, you might as well buy this, too. 
Price; $49.98 (Zabar’s)
Nonessential use: Suggests to guests that 
you are an ocnophile.
Essential use: Said to improve wines 
brought by cheap dinner guests or cheap 
wines you’ve bought tor relatives.

KitchenAid White Diamond 
5-Quart Stand Mixer
A competition-quality piece of equij> 
ment, this lo-speed, 325-watt dynamo can 
mix it up with any piece of machinery in 
the house or garage. Standing a foot and 
a half high, it will also intimidate other 
kitchen gadgets into toeing the line. 
Price: $399,99 (Chef's Catalog) 
Nonessential use: Mixes more stuff than 
we could possibly use, faster than we 
could possibly need it.
Essential use: Probably could mix grout 
or cement for use in kitchen re-tiling or 
home foundation repair,

e’ve seen them 
on the cooking 
shows and info
mercials. They call 
to us from the 

pages of kitchen catalogues and leap out 
from the shelves of specialty food stores: 
Olive oil sprayers, pasta rakes, buche de 
Noel molds, radish decorators, 12-slicc 
toasters, 50-piece pastry decorating sets, 
obsessive-compulsive juicers, attention- 
deficit espresso makers.

What we really need to do. of course, is 
use the gadgets we already own, and actu
ally cook something—anything—new. 
But in the meantime, what we want is

kitchen equipment so exotic, so visually 
appetizing, so absolutely unnecessary 
that simple po.sse.ssion will somehow 
transub.stantiate our culinary lives.

In our quest for nonessential kitchen 
items, we leafed through a week’s worth 
of catalogue's and strolled through a hand
ful of retail stores in New York City, 
where we found we weren’t alone in our 
amazement, 
around the store thinking, ‘This is redUy 
nonessential,’ ” says Paige Watson, vice 
president of retail sales at Broadway Pan
handler. “I'here are things here that will 
make you a better cook, but probably 
none of the gadgets you’ve selected.”

I’m constantly walking

Decoretto Radish Rose Cutter 
and Zig-Zag Cutter
The Decoretto is the ideal none.ssen- 
tial. in that it compels you to acquire 
many more nonessential gadgets so that 
every root, fruit, and legume can be
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Call 877-765-7«H«/<ir ilu-m-tiics* parlicipating Retail Partner or to oidet the Run folio ofdvsig,n Ideas (’515). 
VISA. MasterCard, Dtseover actepted. Yimrfolio will he shipped within 5 worhing dcvs. Visit www.rutii.cotn
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The moment
you light a candfe^ 
even a rotten d 
can disappear.

~ Karen Stone 
Police Officer^ ^ 

Mother of 2

Finding ways to squeeze fun and romance into a full schedule can at 
times seem overwhelming. So live by the book. Spiegel’s pages are filled 
with patio fumiture, glassware, sexy sundresses, and yes, even candles. 
Call 1-800-SPIEGEL or visit us at www.spiegeLcom, and find everything 
you need to set the mood for a seriously good dme.

Live by The Book l-BOO-SPIEGKL
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Advertisement

-
—CM Patrick Jamon, 
Exacutrv* Chmf at 
th« R*9«ncy Club Ir 
Lot Angaht, Cattfornia. 
tharat ana of hit favorita 
flavorad buttar racipa*.

V

Roattbd Hushwl Butter 
4 oz. fresh hazelnuts 
1 stick unseKed butter 
V4 tap. lemon zest
Directions: Allow butter 
to soften. In a hot oven 

(400*), roast hazelnuts for 10 
minutes. Remove akin sfler 
roasting and coarsely chop 
them, Mix with the butter 
end add the lemon zaaL 
Serve on breeiefast rolls or 
with afternoon tea on 
country breeds.

The Mini-Fryer with 
Full-Size Flavor
Short on counter space? Try the Mini-Fryer from 
IGiA, a 7' X 7’ non-stick electric skillet with 
adjustable heat control from low to 400r 
a clear tempered glass lid and removable handle 
for easy clean up. $2935 + $635 s/h. Special 
offer: order now and receive a free Onion 
Blossom cutter ($19.95 value). To order 
call 1-800-480-5523 or send check/m.o. to 
A-Target Direct, Inc., Dept HGWMF2,10 Bond 
St. Ste. 296. Great Neck, NY 11021.

Chefs Choice for 
Better Butter
The French-inspired Butter Bdl' 

crock safely stores one stick of butter at room temperature for up to 
30 days without spoilage or odors. New Styir. Cobalt Blue and white 
'Fleur de Provence,' $24.95 + $4.95 s/h; original hand-painted floral 
(shown), $21.95 + $4.95 s/h. To order or receive a free catalog of new 
Butter Bell styles call 1-B88-575-1900. CA res. add 8.25% tax. for mail-in 
orders write: L Tremain, Inc., 4748 Admiralty Way. #10728, Marina del 
Rey, CA 90295, Attn: Alex. Visit www.buttcrt«ll.com

3ump Start Your 
Weight Loss Program 
—With the new Malibu Beach 
2-Day Diet

Lasting Lashes
■aT

The Hot Touch'*' eyelash curler is the 
easiest way to instantly get long, 
luscious lashesi This computerized, 
battery-operated curler warms to curl 

y . lashes and sets them for a whole day. The temperature- 
' sensitive silicotic pad changes color when it's ready to use. 
More effective than a manual curler, you'll see an irreredibie 

■ difference in seconds! Uses 2 AAA batteries. $1935 + $5.50 s/h. 
CA res. add $1.65 sales tax. [Code HG) Credit card orders call 

, , 1 -800-868-3733 or send ck/m,o. to KMC International. 3435 Wilshire 
Blvd.. Ste. 990, Los Angeles, CA 90010. Visit http://www.kmcintcom

Lose up to 10 pounds fasf with the advance 

2-day patented formula containing Pyruvah 

for energy and weight losa enhancing 

^ ^ Advantra 2.™ Datoxify

white receiving essential 

nutrients. $29.95 a s/h. 

Guaranteed to lose up to 

10 Iba. or your purchase 

price will be refunded. 

Order now and receive

MISTO Sprays Any Olive Oil
Without Chemicals or Propellants

a free 30-day supply of 

Fat Reduction Capaulaa (a $19.95 value). 

1-800-344-7925. Visit www.lifestylaaman.com. 

For more information, call 1-80(M11-5631.

Cooks everywhere arc discovering the magic of MISTO, The 
Gourmet Olive Oil Sprayer for high-flavor, low-fat cooking. 
Simply add your tivorlte oil to this beautiful dispenser and 
spray a flne mist with flngertip ease. Great for elegant salads, 
pasta, pizza, and v^tgies. Perfect for roasting, sautdng, non-stick 
cooking and basting without brushes. Refill again and again! 
MISTO makes a perfect hostess gift for anyone 
who enjoys delicious, healthy food.

II It really 
works!

AEnd the Struggle 
With Unwanted 
Hair— Painlessly
The EpiLStop Ultra systam 
with \ntamln E and aloe vera 
works from the hair shaft to 
get rid of unwanted hair on 
your face and body without 
irritating your akin. Simply 
smooth on tha fragrant Hair 
Removal Cream, then follow up 
with Epil-Stop Inhibitor Spray 
to alow new growth. Free 
Thigh Cream with order ($20 
value). $29.95 + $5.95 a/h. Call 
1-800-9B6-97B8, or tend ck/m.o. 
to Health Direct, Inc., Dept. 
HGWES2, 244 Madison Ave., 
Ste. 219, N.Y., NY 10016.

%

i
MISTO^”

Bruschetta...
A Simple Recipe—by caterer Alex Briggs

/ Just fill my MISTO with garlic-infused nttve oil, 
pump the cap to pressurize with fre^ air; and spray an 
even mist on a slice of toasted Italian bread. Add a 
tablespoon of salsa, roasted peppers, and plum tomatoes. Dust uitb partnesan cbe^ and broil lightly 
for a delicious, lou'-fat crowd pleaser!

4.

WM

■/' •

Xwt.MISTO Sprays with Fingertip Ease

You'll feci great giving MISTO, the perfea healthy gift!
MISTO, The Gourmet Olive Oil Sprayer, is available in stores everywhere for 

$19.95, CaU 1-8880IL-SPRAY. that's toU-frec 1-888^5-7772, 
or visit their website at www.misto.com.

HISTO xnd Ths Gaurfn«( Ollv« OM Spn)r«r trt trad«marlu of Liquid Motion. Inc. Coprri|htOIS98 Liquid Motion. Inc.

Take Note: Live by the book with Spiegel.



No Ordinary Sink

■ ■ ■ From the depths of our 
imoginotion, Prestige Plus.
Now very deep and with a 
patented ledge sculpted into the 
side to suspend a grid ot best 
working height. For rinsing, 
draining . , . or whatever.

What would I do without my 
Franke?

Sink, Prestige Plus™ PRX 660 wiHi Triflow' filtration foucet, TFC 300. Mermaid from a private collection.

Kitchen Sinks 
Faucets
Water Dispensing Systems 
Disposers
Custom Accessories

Franke, Inc.
Kitchen Systems Division 
3050 Campus Drive, Suite 500 
Hatfield, PA 19440 
80CH526-5771 
http://www.fronke.com

Only through kitchen designers 
and specialists. Thirty-six poge 
catalog available.

■ Quality ■ Design■ Technology



Continental Twist
Ka,iseki, ttie etliereal cuisine of Japan, finds its perfect 

partner in vintage French champagne

BY JAY MclNERNEY

ASTER chef Joel 
Robuchon, who 
recently retired 
from his epony
mous three-star 

Paris restaurant, was skeptical. He had 
been invited, along with other food 
and wine bu&, to Chateau dc Saran, an 
eighteenth-century manor owned by 
Moet & Chandon, to experience an 
evening of Dorn Poignon champagne and 
Japanese kaiseki cuisine. The experiment 
was the brainchild of Richard Geoffroy, 
the effervescent chef de cave for Dom 
Perignon. When he’s not in the Moet 
cellars beneath the town of 6pernay, 
Geoffroy travels the globe as an ambas
sador for the \rarld’s most famous luxury

beverage, and his culinary exploration has 
led him to an obsession with the affinities 
between champagne and Asian cuisine. 
He became particularly interested in 
kaiseki, the ethereal haute cuisine of aris
tocratic Kyoto, which ultimately derives 
from Zen temple cooking. Last Novem
ber, he convinced Yoshihiro Murata, one 
of Japan’s most accomplished chefs, to 
come to Epernay for a week to explore 
the synchronicity of kaiseki and bubbly.

According to Geoffroy, Robuchon’s 
skepticism faded fast: by the third of 
eleven courses, he was furiously scrib
bling notes, and by the end of the meal, 
he announced that he had experienced 
an epiphany. Having lived in Japan 
and washed down a fair amount of

champagne with sushi, I was probably 
less skeptical when I arrived a few days 
later. But still, I was unprepared for the 
revelations that awaited me.

It’s hard to imagine two cuisines less 
alike than French and Japanese. “French 
cooking has more in common with Chi
nese,” says Geoffroy “Both arc about the 
fusion ofcicments and processing. Italian 
is closer to Japanese—they arc about 
the purity of ingredients. Especially in 
kaiseki.” However, Japanese cooking 
and champagne have one important 
ingredient in common. “It’s the yeast,” 
says Geoffroy, presiding over the table in 
the dining room at the Chateau de Saran.

The harvest was completed a few days 
ago; the hillside vineyards outside have
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BECAUSE I WANT TO.

There's no better reason to go for
the ultimate, whether it's adventures or refrigerators.
And for ideas on picking the right Sub-Zero for
your kitchen, ask for our free and very beautiful
full-line catalog: 1-800-444-7820;
www.subzero.com



cooking. Like the ingredients for this simple bowl of perfectly cooked short- 
dinner—as well as Murata’s staff and all grained sticky rice, topped with Beluga 
of the dinnerware—they have been caviar. Washed down, of course, with 
flown in fresh from Japan. The matsu- 
takes are grilled over charcoal braziers as 
we watch, More ethereal than truffles.
they are served on creamy-glazed earth- drink Dom Perignon very often, but the 
enware trays with a wedge of sudachi, a principles of the Chateau de Satan din- 
tiny Japanese lime. The earthy, smoky ners are transferable to your local sushiya. 
taste of the grilled mushroom and the Miso, like soy sauce, is very champagne 
bite of the lime are amazingly similar to friendly. And champagne somehow holds
the flavors of the ’85 DP Other courses its own against all but the largest doses of 
involve more contr^untal relation.ships. wasabi, the piquant, pale-green horse- 
ril never forget the fourth-course radish-like root that generally accompa- 
toro—the most desirable cut of the 
tuna, from the belly; its fatty richness 
made the ’85 DP seem slim and racy. I 
can’t even begin to describe the rela
tionships involved in the fifth-course 
“transgressive fusion” dish: a lily-bulb- 
paste dumpling wrapped around a ball 
of foie gras, and sprinkled with truffles shockingly youthful beverage, 1 am 
and crushed quail skull. Nice try—but I thinking that Kipling may have been 
prefer the traditional kaiseki dishes, like wrong about East and West. On this 
the monkfish liver, and the abalone and particular rainy night in Champagne, 
uni (sea urchin) cooked in seaweed and the twain have met.

uNCoited

turned to gold. Although this is the last of 
a week’s worth of such dinners, Geoffrey 
seems ridiculously excited by the proper 
of the meal ahead—like a matchmaker 
who believes he’s about to unite two royal 
families. His perpetually surprised- 
looking hair and the irregular line of his 
front teeth add to the impression of eager 
boyishness. “Japanese cooking is based on 
fermented foods—sake, soy sauce, miso, 
and daizu. Yeast is the key.” And no wine 
is quite so prominently yeasty as twice- 
fermented champagne. (“Bread" and 
“toast" are among the most frequent 
notes cited by champagne tasters.) Other 
sparkling wines, including those from 
California, seldom show their yeasty 
quality so prominently as those from the 
cool-weather Champagne region. “In 
California," says Cicoflroy, “the fruit char
acter is so strong that the yeast can’t get 
through the door. For me, champagne is 
about the marriage of fruit and yeast.” 

The first marriage of the evening 
involves matsutakc mushrooms and 1985 
Dom Perignon. TTic Portobello-sizcd 
matsutakes are the truffles of Japanese

more ’85 Dom Perignon.
It’s difficult to find real kaiseki cooking 

in the States, and most of us can’t afford to

nies sashimi. Vinegar, however, is a wine 
killer: those Japanese dishes which rely on 
it should be accompanied by sake.

“It’s about suggesting and opening 
doors,” says Cieofffoy of his grand exper
iment, as he pours 1959 Dom Perignon 
in the parlor after dinner. Sipping the

salt. I also like the grilled fugu (poison
blowfish), which always adds a certain THE 0E!^0 FILE 
Russian roulette frisson to a good kai.scki 
dinner. The coup de grace, however, is a Ail of these wines are available: finding the 

three eatiy vintages, which have been recently 
disgorged and re-released from the chateau, 
may require perseverance. 
fX) Cl'\*B3E DOM PKR1G><» An 
exceptional vintage. The fruit (58 percent 
Chardonnay) is very ripe, but it's balanced by 
a limy acidity that makes it bright as a bell on 
a cold morning. Best since the '82? I can't 
help drinking it now, but like the 75, It will last 
forever. Drink with hamachl and go easy on 
the soy sauce. $110
•MK DOM 1*KH1<;>0.>
KOSK The newest rose release has more 
candled fruit than its predecessor—my all- 
time favorite—the sublime '86. Gorgeous 
salmon sashimi color. Despite the high acid 
of the vintage, it’s very well-balanced and 
ready to drink. $200
XG DOM PKRICi.NON
More delicate than the '90, an autumnal 
beauty Just starting to show the dried fruit and 
earth flavors of mature champagne. A haiku of 
a champagne. $400 for a set of three bottles. 
•75 Cl \ KK D<»M PKRI(i.NO!N This 
is, by DP standards, a blockbuster. Geoffroy 
thinks it shows what the '90 will be like even
tually. Yeasty baked bread and fruitcake 
flavors and a long, very dry finish. Bring on 
the toro. $900 for a set that includes a bottte 
of the '78 and '66 vintages.
TXi CL'\'ta5 D<.).M PKIU<jiN<» Very 
svelte and elegant with a mineral core and 
a wonderful slippery texture. For some reason 
it makes me think of Ariel in The Tempest «&>

A is ior ANOLON.,.
The first word in 
gourmet cookware.

Why? Even your handpicked 
heirloom tomatoes slide out 

of the pan intact thanks to our 

superior nonstick finish.

Amazing!

/\NOLONROPItSIONAL
Exclusive combination of hord-onodized and 
DuPont's best nonstick, creates
the world's most durable nonstick cookware.

For more information call I-800-388-3$72 or visit our worldwide web site at http://www.meyer.com
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The concert season at 
930 Morningstar Lane 
will feature George Gershwin, 
Liberace, Chick Corea and 
the Yamaha Disklavier piano.

Of course, the artists won’t appear at the Henderson residence in person, but the 

performances will be extraordinarily live just the same...with PianoSoft ™ prerecorded disks

►and the Disklavier® piano. ■ Listening Series disks reproduce every 

nuance of the artist's original performance with stunning authenticity 

when played back on the Disklavier. The XG series contains the sounds of 

over 600 instruments that add thrilling accompaniment to the piano performance.
*

■ So, if you're not invited to

the Henderson’s concert series,

audition the PianoSoft library

and the Yamaha Disklavier

piano at your authorized 

Yamaha piano showroom or

call 800-711-0745 ext, 416 and

request a video entitled “The

Piano of Unlimited Potentiar,

YAMAHA diBklaviEPi
PIANO

© 1998 Yamaha Corporation of America, Keyboard Division • P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622-6600 • www.yamaha.com



The Road Is Long And Dusty, But You’ve Made A Great Rrst Step. 
Presenting The Monogram I^fessional Range.

Someday, the sizzle of salmon steaks will replace the whine of drilU 

and pounding of hammers. And when that day comes wu will be glad 
you built your kitchen around tlie Monogi-am Collection. Because it 
incorporates the best of both European and .American design into 
a superior series of profesrional. free-standing and built-in appliances. 
Aline with performance and aesthetics as grand as vour\ision.

The Monogram range, for example, can handle the most demanding 
culinary challenges with ease and flair. The ovens can convection bake 
and broil, thermal bake and broil, self-clean and even “prooC bread.
The cooktop has a grill, a griddle and burners that fire up to 15,000 BTU’s.

And every Monognun q^pliance has a feature no one else can 
offer. GE’s reputation for quality service and a pack^e of customized 
services. Call 800.626.2000 for our detailed brochure and the dealer 
nearest you. And take that great first step.

Monogram.
We bring good things to life.



To receive more intiirmacion from our advertisers, simply fill out the form 
below and send it to House & Ganivu, P.O. Box 10236. Riverton, NJ 
08076-8236. If the reply card is missin>», you may mail us your request. 
Please indicate the information you wish to receive using the numbers 
provided as well as the amount requested (if applicable). Make check 
OMjnone^orde^a^abl^^dows^6^Gdr^|W^^^^^^^^^^^^

Automotive

1. AcuRA TL: Iniroduune the 1999 
Acuta I'L, the cat that brtnp luxury and 
performance ic^;nhcr. For more Informa- 
tioQ. plew call 800-TO-ACURA or visit 
our website a< www.acura.com (U.S. market 
only).
2. uexus CPO: 11k Lexus Certified 
Pre-Owned Program. Owning a Lexus is 
doccf than vou think. In learn mote ahnut 
OUT groundlsrcaking wairamy, visit us at 
www.lcxuscpo.com.
3. Lincoln navigator: Its the
most luxunoui way to travcl...anywheie. To 
learn more diout the wodd's most powerful 
luxury SUV, call 800-444V-8KKR or visit 
www.iincDlnvechides.com.
4. Please xnd me all the free items m this 
category.
BEVERAGES _____
5. GevALiA* Kaffc: Gevalia* Kafie 
Fine Coffees of Europe. Try us and receive a 
free gdt. 80(M38'2H2/www.gevaliaA'om.

Education

S. New York School of 
Interior Design: N.Y.SJ.D. ollen 
two and four year dqctec programs plus 
individual cmines and lectuns on interior 
design. Send for a free catalog.

Fabrics _
7. LEE Jofa: Qirutopher Moore craveh 
the world in an effon to unearth Toilc dc 
Jouy designs from historic estates, private 
collections, and antique rrconditioniiK 
efforts, Lee jofa is proud to be the exdi 
distributor of these rare and decidedly or^i> 
nai prints. Brochure. SI.

Floors ft wall 
Coverings

8. HOKANSON incorforated:
Designers and manuEicturcra ofciutom- 
made rugs and carpets that can be made in 
almost any size, shape, color, or comhination 
of colors. For more information, please call 
800-243-7771 or visit our Website at 
wvyw.hokansoncarpet.com.
B. Odcgard, INC.: Carpets from 
Odegard, Inc. are the benchmark for quality 
in design and materials for lund-knotted 
carpets from Nepal. Shown at Odcgard.
Inc., the New York Design Cienter, Suite 
1206, and at the Washington Design Center.
300 D .Street, ,SW, Space ,122. For other rep
resentatives in the U.S.. South America, and an 
Europe, or for more information, call 212- 
543-0069,
10. 8AXONV Carfct Company:
For the complete Nina Cjmpbcil Collection 
catalog of exclusive caiwts and borders, send 
$5 to; Saxony Carpet Company, 979 Third 
Avenue, New York, NY 10022.
11. Please send me all the free items in this 
category.
For the Family

12. LITTLE Me: Quality sleepwear and 
1(X)% cottoit playwrar that captures the 
uniqueness and whimsicality of a baby’s

rid. For a free Little Me postcard and the 
name of a retailer nearest you. call 800-533- 
KIDS.

Furniture

address along with a S5 (heck (payaUe CO 
Canac Kitchm) to; Canac Kicchm Plantur. 
360 John Sorer, Thornhill, ONT, Qnada 
L3T 3M9.
26. Dacor: ‘Pure Conveaion*"' is only 

of many cxchuive features available 
DACOR wall ovens and ranges. Send for a 
free brochure on the Next Generation of 
Appliances or visit our website ai www.daco- 
rap|d.com,

37. POGGENFOHL U.S.. INC*.:
World-renowned European kitchen and bath 
cabinetry manufocturer ofrns a large variety 
of front styles, in wood, lacquer arid lami- 
nates. langme from traditional design to 
avam-gardc. For your cotnprdtenstve litcra- 
cure package, please scad SI 5 or call 800- 
987-0553.

onOtK

3A. Raymond Enkeboll 
Designs: Raymond Enkeboll Designs 
01996. Exquisite architectural solid vmod 
carvings. lO^page color product catalog 
shows c^taU. mi^ngs, onlays, panels, oc. 
stacked in ma|de and r^ oak.

39. RuTT Custom Casinetry: 
Ruct's new Dnipt Folie will inspire your cre- 
ativiiy. Filled with classic styles and dcugn 
toner pc for virtually every room in your 
liome. The only American cabinetmaker 
who will des^, cuL fit, and ftnisb to your 
specifications. 515-
40. SieMatic Corporation: The
SicMatic Kitchen Book is 128 large-format 
p^es of exciting design ideas foaturii^ 
SieMoncs internaiioiiaJIy known line of cab
inets and accessories. 519.95,

14. Bernhardt: Bernhardt presents 
Avignon...zracctul and gracious...antique
French styung cwnbinw with Europon 27 Oynamig Cooking Systems: 
classical influences. Bernhardt... Furniture p(2s ^ a leaditw manu&ctuterrfoutdoor 
Makers Simre 1889. 888-420-6021. Catalog, ranges, cooktops, vent hoods,
^12' and patio heaters. For more information,

Furniture: Send fr>r visit your local dealer or call 714-372-70 |T. 
a .fo-page catalog tearum^ sdeaions from 
more tf^ 20 of our collections. 55. Visit 
our Website ai www.ceticuryfumiturc.com.

IS. CENTURY
28. Franke: [nnovativc inaoufacrurer of 
the higben-qualiry stainless sted, syruhetiu 
granite, titanium sink systems. fiiuacL cus
tom accosories, water filtcn. and dispensii^ 
untn. For color brochure, call 800-626- 
5771.

16. Donghia: Donghias elegant and 
scrikindy handsome collections cif uphot- 
sicred himicure, textiles, tables, and relareii
ac^no are well known for their si^turc gaogehau USA Corf.: Our 
styling, blending classic with modem lines. beauritui color caulcK takes you through our 
the fiimiUar with the unexpeoed. and an «,mi>l«e liire of European-claigned 
jmu^alof texture and color Ktisibiliry. built-in appliances fbr the Kitchen c 
Send $3 for a brochure.

17. The Mitchell oold 
Company: For a free brochure on great 
looking, incredibly comfortable, casy-to- 
takc-care-of-sofos. chairs, and more, call 
800-789-5401.
18. Nancy Corzinb: Manulacturcr 
of fumimre, tcxtilo. and accessories, cover
ing all major periods of design. Nancy 
Cotzine is reprcKnted in 15 major dries 
natiunwidc. Catalog. $150.
19. Roche-Borois: 11ie international 
collection of exclusive, contemporary frimi- 
ture is presented in a 100-pagc full-color cat
alog. foiciting iKw concepts in leather and 
foboc seating, wall systems, marble and 
curved glass tables. Isedrut^m and dining 
room fomiture. Catalog, 510.

20. WORKBENCH FURNITURE:
Workbench combines dasric modem design 
with the versatile options needed to satisly 
home and office needs, whether choosing a 
house foil of fomiture or the perfrci piece to 
finish a room. For your nearest location, coll
800-380-2370.
21. Pkase send me all the free items in dais 
cattery.
Home Design _______
22. Gregory muller
Associates Inc.: Inuqpnarivedesign, 
master cnfbnunship. and ciafisic tradition 
with stone, fireplaces, foumains, furniiure, 
carving, mosaic, and environments. $5.

Kitchen, Bed ft Bath

I cuHom 
of a New

Era. C^l us at 800-929-1125 or visit us ac 
'.eaggenau.com or 

www.nomeporribiio.com. $5.
30. GrohK INC.: Grolies kitchen prod- 
uci catalog includes dre Utcsi version 01 the 
Ladviux ai^ Ladylux Plus with enhanced 
performance features. Excellence in shenver- 
ncads, kitchen and lavatory faucets, thennn-

vaives for lub/shower
instalbiions. Fiixopean styling, quality mate
rial. and state-of-tlK-an engineering u 
the hallmark of Grohe, Visit us at 
www.grnheamcrica.com.
31. jenn-Air: jenn-Air ofico; a frill-line 
of innovative kiichen appliances under four

rated

41. Bnaioero Kitchens * 
Design: Icmpr yourselfwith uaditionai 
and contemporary kitchen designs from 
Europe's Icadita mamifocturer. New 192- 
page Snaldcro l^gn Encyclopedia includes 
coHaborations with noted international

WWW,

designers and arrhiiecis, such as Fcmri styl
ist Pininfarina. 525.static and pressure
42. SuB'Zero: Sub-Zero oilers innova
tive soluuoru 10 meet today's refrigeration 
needL The fa(X) Series includes thrw design 
options to march any kitchen decor. The 
integrated 700 Series lakes refrigeration out 
of the kitchen. For a free brochure, call 800- 
444-7820.
43. TOTO USA: TOTO reinvents the 
toilet. -Aw.inf-winning for their water-saving 
performance and reliable flushing efficiency. 
Plus unprecedented foneduna] seau, induc
ing Zoc with built-in bidet, warmer, and 
deodorizer. Perlection by design.

44. Viking Range Corforation:
The originator of commercial-type cquip- 
nwnt for the home. Viking Range outfits the 
ultimate kiiclren with a fou line of products, 
including cooking, ventilation, cleanup, and 
refrigeration. 888-845-4641. www.viking- 
range.com.
45. Waterworks: Waterworks, care
fully selected exJusive products include bach 
fittings and accessoria. unique washstaixls, 
fornimre. rile, and stone. Wc are the only 
showroom in the country to olTer this com
prehensive selection of kith and kiichen 
coiii|x>nents. Call 800-899-6757 for the 
showroom neateu you or visit our Website 
at www.waterwurks.net. Caulog, Sl5.
46. URBAN Archaeology: Urban 
Archaeology, known for its antique architcc- 
tucal elements, now produces bath and 
juKlien acceuories and lighting. A selecriun 
of handcralred tile and stone is now also 
being offered at their new showroom, 212- 
371-4646.
47. Please send me all the free items in this 
category.
SPAS ft Resorts

4B. Mastercard VACATIONS":
Ofiet' great prices on superior vacation 
packago and cruises. Sp^ to an expert 
travel consultant lodajt Call 800-428-8747. 
Or visit our Website at 
www.roastercard.com.

Tabletop

49. vietri: Ffaodcr.ifred Italian dinner- 
ware and dccorauvc 
roinaoce with cxie-o 
your home. Imsistibly Italian! (a) 190-page 
color catalog, $10. (b) Brochure free.

sophisticated banners; rhe deek, ime* 
Expresioiu* collection; the high-peni 
mance. srainless-sced Pto-Sryfe“ line; the 
stylish Designer line and the srunnine, f 
Creek" line. For mute information abo 
any ofJenn-Airs foil litK uf upscale kiiclicn 
appliances, call 800-jENN-AlR or visit our

Of-

Blue
utUMve

wchtice ac www.jcnnair.com.
32. KOHLER Bath ft Kitchen 
Ideab: a complete set uffull-tolur prod
uct catalogs covering baths and whirlpools, 
shoiven, Imtorics. toilets and bidets, 
kitchen and encenainment sinb, foucets, 
and accessories. I-800-4-KOHLER ext,
SR2. Kohler Co. $8. www.kohlcico.com.
33. La Cornuc: La Camue, french 
maker of cooking et|uipmcni coveted by 
worid s most discemii^ cook* introduces 
CfomuChef series of ranges and cooktops. 
Grand Maman 36 in souidarel ,36■■ x 24" x 
36" SKC has unique voulred electrii oven. 5 
merous ga.s fired burners, oik with 20,000 
BTU s. Grand Maman hob cooktops in 36" 
cich extended cop vcisiaD. Comes in choice 
of 12 cobr* and 2 trims. Call 800-892-4040 
or visit us at www.putcellmurray.com

34. MIELC APPLIANCES INC.: 
Superb European dishwashers, lauiicliy prod
ucts, ovens, cDoktops, and vacuum deanet.s. 
Extraordinary appliances for ordinary tasks. 
1u speak directly to your Mieic appliance 
dealer, call 888-ft4.3-5302.

38. Phvlrich international: 
Fur four decades, creating plumbing fixtures 
and hardware for fine homes. 122 conudne- 
ly coordinated series, which are available in 
17 hand-pnluhed finishes. All pnxlucrs are 
covered a lifeume warranty. Free.

36. Plain ft fancy Custom 
Cabinetry: Plain & Fancy Custom 
Cabinetry’s inviting foil-color caulog takes 
vou through a wide range uf excidiq; and 
bcautifiil ideas for kitchens, liaths. and forni- 
rure for .my room in the home. Features a 
helpfol planning guide. Available ea.st of the 
Mississippi only. SIO.

23. Anolon fropebsional: 1'lic 
first word in gourmet cookware. Appealing 
design, amazing performance. Hard 

omzed surfau, combined with DuPont's 
finest nonnick coating. Autograph', guaran
tees food won't stick and cleanup is ea^. For 
more information, call 8(X)-.388-3872 or 
visii our Website at www,mcycr.com.

24. AQUAWARE AMERICA, iNC.:
located in Norwalk, Cf, Aquaware 
America, Inc. is the exclusive importer and 
distributor for Cesana (shower enclosure* 
and hath screens), Cesame (ceramic sanitary
ware). Bcrtocci (hath acecssorie*). Garibe 
(bathroom fomiture and vanities). Porta 
(fiiucei* and mixers), and Karol (^ass vani
ties and bathroom fomiture). 800-527- 
4498.
28. CANAC kitchens: Amazing 
new kitchen ideas...terrific iin*..,cx(Krt 
advice...and more! Canac's full-color 
Kitchen Planner is the ulcimare guide fercre- 
ating the kirchen rouve always wanted.

13. BftB Italia: For the dealer nearest Easy-to-read and loaded with pictuiesi 
you. please call 800-872-1697, Canac's exciting new Kitchen Planner covet*

it all. 1b onler, please send your name and

wo

Ic and 
ucts for
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pErfect

Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne, the First Couple of the 
American stage, act up in their Wisconsin kitchen

BY V^RONIQUE VIENNE

CTOR Alfred Lunt taught 
himself to cook in order 
to encourage his wife to 
eat. And indeed, under the 
culinary care of her hus

band, the once painfully skinny British- 
born actress Lynn Fontanne became a 
shapely beauty By 1959, when this picture 
was taken for House & Garden, the Lunts, 
whose witty love scenes were great box- 
office successes, had performed together 
for 37 years—appearing in plays from The 
Guardsman in 1924 to The Visit in 1958. 
Though she was 71 and he was 66, their

dazzling careers were still on the upswing.
During their long marriage, their 

impromptu offstage performances were 
as entertaining as their orchestrated tit 
for tats. Every summer between theatri
cal seasons, friends like Noel Coward and 
Carol Channing could catch the Lunts’ 
husband-and-wife act in their Wisconsin 
farmhouse, decorated by production 
designer Claggett Wilson.

Each room was a set. Walls and ceil
ings were covered with cheerful murals, 
often painted by Lunt himself The 
kitchen, with decorations right out of a

Scandinavian folk tale, was Alfred’s shrine 
and the main stage for their marital 
intrigue, Here, while Lynn affects a 
demure pose, seemingly absorbed in her 
embroidery, Alfred, in one of his favorite 
roles as the chef, proudly looks on. But 
readers familiar ■with the pair’s onstage act 
knew better. In this picture, as was often 
the case, Ms. Fontanne’s coy demeanor is 
only a disguise, a way to insure that her 
usually reserved husband got his share of 
the limelight. For all their playful repar
tee, the Lunts were famous for the word
less eloquence of their devotion.
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Art to live with.
Craftsmanship to endure. 

Poggenpohl 
since 1892.

• ••
I

T

poggen
oc

I
The Ultimate Kitchen%

POGGENPOHL STUDIOS:
Mlanta. CA 404-B16-7275 

301-657-B616 
312-755-9023 
954-923-2688 
248-624-7300 
BD8-524-6656 
516-349-0205 
310-289-4901 
808-878-27Ce 
941-263-4699 
212-228-3334 
760-3^-1499 
201-S87-9090 
215-348-4646 
619-581-9400 
916-387-1717 
602-955-3966

cnew Chase, ud

Chicago, il
oanla Beach, fl

Detroit, Ml
Honolulu. HI
Long island, ny

To order our comprehensive literature package 
Please send $18.00 to:
Poggenpohl u.S., inc.
145 u.S. Hwv 46W. Suite 200,
Wayne, NJ 07470. 
oept. HC

Los Angeles. CA
Maul. HI
Naples. FL
New York, ny

Palm Springs. CA
Paramus. NJ
pmiadepma. pa

Phone; 1-800-9e7-0553 or 973-812-8900 X 16 
973-812-9320 

www.poggenpohi-usa.com

san Diego, CA
FAX: Sacramento. CA

Scottsdale, AZ





We’ve seen what a difference a Viking stove makes. Now we’re 
hungry for more. What else do the pros have to teach us?

jean georges new york city • citronelle Washington, d.c.
Two of the top chefs in the country take us on a tour of their kitchens.

a pro at home the chef stops here
Celebrated restaurateur Michel Troisgros remakes his home and kitchen.

bringing it back home personal touches
Even grandma^s kitchen has six professional-caliber burners nowadays.
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e’ve raided restaurant kitchens

w for their refrigerators and stoves,
but there’s a lot more cooking in

the nation’s top dining establishments. The latest
chef’s surprise is the kitchen itself—a stainless-steel
showpiece filled with state-of-the-art equipment,
where the sauteing and braising is on view from the
dining room. We visited two restaurants, Jean
Georges in New York City and Citronelle in Wash
ington, D.C., and got the chefs tour of each kitchen.
We also went behind the scenes at restaurants
across the country, from A1 Forno in Providence to
the French Laundry in Yountville, California. Now
we’re bubbling over with ideas, from the sublime (a
Bonnet rotisserie) to the ridiculously inexpensive
(a revolutionary $3.99 cutting board). What’s on the
front burners for these chefs? Top-notch tools
cleanlinCvSS, good lighting, and convenience.



1. chef’s view “Hygiene is the future In

kitchenssays Jean-Georges Vongerichten.
At his restaurant, Jean Georges, the
counters are stainless steel, which Is non-
porous and doesn’t absorb bacteria. This
immaculate kitchen also has separate
sinks for washing food and washing hands.

cookiriQ islend installing the even and stove top in an
island means your back Isn't to the room and you aren’t facing a wall.2. memo boards We’re not suggesting that you 

take orders during dinnertime (“Make mine an egg-white 
omelette^), but we do like this spring-wire memo board, 
which keeps pushpins out of ttte kitchen. Use it for grtwery 
lists, invitations, and car-pool reminders. From Commercial 
Kitchen Design, $200 to $400. In NY, 71S-3S6-1086.

4. a tunnel oven While you’re at It, put in a tunnel oven, 
which has doors at either end. He does the turkey on his side, 
while you slide the fixings in from yours: no more kitchen collisions. 
To custom-order, contact Commercial Kitchen Design.
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S. frosted-glass partition Open kitchens are great.
but net if you have to look at dirty dishes while you dine.
This low partition with frosted glass elegantly shields
the view of the kitchen from the eating area.

9. a butler’s pantry Service pantries, once
considered old-fashioned, are back in style.
Removed from the immediate fray of the kitchen,
the Jean Georges pantry has a small refrigerator
for butter and chocolates, an ice bin, a bread warmer,
and a small sink. The crystal stemware is stored
safely in a built-in cabinet with open shelves that
provide easy access and display the glasses nicely.

lO.polished marble The industrial appearance
of stainless steel was balanced with luxurious
Carrara marble, which was polished and used for
counters and wainscoting. “We did it for the look,"
says Vongerichten, who warns that marble stains, 
so he doesn't prepare food on it. 12 • tea tray The chefs brother, Philippe, selects teas from 

T Salon Emporium, NYC (212-35B-0S06). These are presented 
in containers reflecting each tea's origins—Egyptian chamomile 
is in a box from Egypt. Use antique or new boxes to create 
this treat for your own guests. Containers, Urban Outfitters, 
NYC. 212-688-1200; William-Wayne & Co., NYC. 212-737-6934.

11* rafrigGratSd drawars Keep prepared ingredients fresh 
in a Sub-Zero refrigerator drawer (888-962-9979) under a work 
counter, where they can be reached while you cook. At Jean 
Georges, the drawers are subdivided with plastic portion- 
control containers, a staple of restaurant-supply stores.



13. cocottes Enameled cast-iron pots, known as cocottes 
in France, cook efficiently on top of the stove and in the oven. 
Vongerichten likes the look of them so much that he sends 
them right to the tabie. Matte btack cocottes are the hot pot of 
the kitchen crowd right now, and can be custom-ordered from 
France through an authorized Le Creuset dealer. 1-677-creuset.

l^.nStUrSl liyht Perhaps the biggest luxury in the Jean 

Georges kitchen is natural light. The chef placed the work 
space near a large set of existing windows, rather than using 
this prime area for extra tables. Something to consider 
If you're planning to do a lot of dining in your kitchen. I7.a rOtiSS6ri6 vongerichten roasts everything from 

pheasant to lobster on his Bonnet Labesse-GIraudon 
rotisserie from Franca. It has cast-iron grids that reflect 
heat, resulting in moist and flavorful meats and fish. If 
you love to roast chicken at home, a smaller version of 
the Bonnet is available through Commercial Kitchen 
Design, tt costs $5,000 and will roast up to four chickens 
at a time. The unit runs on standard 110-volt wattage, but 
requires a gas hookup and venting hood.

lo. hidd6n QBrbSQG one reason this kitchen looks so

clean is that there is no visible garbage. Instead, the stainless- 
steel work counters have built-in garbage chutes. Trash 
receptacles are hidden underneath, behind closed doors.

16. nonslip floor The chef, in his trademark Prada
shoes, and his staff move surefootedty across the nonslip 
floor: a poured epoxy resin into which tiny porcelain 
glass beads have been mixed for grit. This surface is harder 
than steel, and much more comfortable. Available from 
Stonhard. In NJ, 609-779-7SOO.

1^.3 QriddiG Are you a breakfast fanatic? Or doing 

tons of short-order cooking—burgers, franks—for the 
kids? Since it’s virtually impossible to make a tall stack 
of pancakes in a single frying pan, you might want to 
invest in a griddle. This one is a Japanese teppanyek/ 
(like the kind they use at Benihana), manufactured by 

Keating of Chicago (600-keating). Vongerichten uses it to 
caramelize fruit for dessert toppings. The equipment in 
the Jean Georges kitchen can be ordered through Greg 
Rowehl, Commercial Kitchen Design, NY. 718-386-1086.



leiirning from the

eitronelle

19. chefs stage Just as the home cook
doesn’t want to be hidden away in the kitchen
while everyone else is having a good time,
Citronelie’s chef, Michei Richard, aiso wants to
be in on the party. A glass wall separates the
kitchen from the dining room, so diners can
peek in, and tite chef can wave at his fans.
How hot is the kitchen? There’s a premium to
sit in it: the privilege will set you back $100 a
person for seven to ten courses (wine is extra).

20. glass fronts At home, under-counter
space is increasingly being used for extra
cabinetry. Richard shows how to keep contents
clean below decks: protect them with glass
doors. Lit from within, these glass-fronted
cabinets have another advantage: ’’They show
off my beautiful plates," the chef says.

8o



2:3. adjustable heat lamps21. kitchen-cam The aluminumRichard uses a video camera
warmer lights over the chefs area hold 250-wattand TV monitor for close-ups during classes, and
infrared bulbs and can be adjusted to any height.you can hang a TV set to keep your counters clear.
The Contempo series, Merco/Savory. 800-547-2513.

22. look like a chef Forget technique, wnat
2^. wine on display visible from the diningyou need is an Egyptlan-cotton chefs Jacket from
room, the wine cellar has separate chambers forFrance, designed by Joel Robuchon with hand-
white and red. Each is cooled to the perfect tern-covered buttons, sleeves to protect from spills or
perature (47 degrees for white; 64 degrees forbums, and cuffs that won’t fall into the soup. Joel
red). To show off and chill wine at home, try thejacket, $116 (plus $10 for your name on the pocket).
GE Monogram Wine Chiller (800-626-2000) or theBragard, NYC. 212-982-8031 Cooks’ Jackets, $49 to
Viking Undercounter Wine Cooler (888-845-4641).$76, Wllliams-Sonoma catalogue. 800-541-2233.



cheTs toys
Not every kitchen tool has to be expensive.
This endlessly inventive chef is a hardware-

store junkie, always looking for the gadget
that will bring his next creation to life.

‘I buy everything and try it." Richard says.

Here are some of his recent favorites.

25.flexible cutting board
Surely the least expensive tool In the

Ji8.the stripper Anyone who has 
tried to peel an orange or a potato into one continuous strip will 
appreciate the Rival Stripper, an electric tool that takes it all off 
for you. Chefs Catalog, $49.99. 800-338-3232.

million-dollar Citronelle kitchen is 
Richard's latest discovery, a $3.99 flexible antibacterial cutting 
board. Chop on this cardboard-thin vinyl sheet, then lift the sides 
and diced veggies slide right into the pot. Dishwasher-safe, too. 
Bo-Nash cutting board, Jordano’s Marketplace, Santa Barbara, 
CA. 80S-569-6262.

ever

pISStiC mSndOlinC one sign of a serious home

kitchen is the presence of a mandoline, which slices, waffles, 
and juliennes. While the classic French steel variety costs at 
least $150, Richard found this plastic version from Japan, 
which Is just as effective, at $29.95. Benriner mandoline, 
Broadway Panhandler, NYC. 212-966-3434.

26. fry babies Richard often sprinkles lightly fried garnishes 
such as garlic chips, thinly sliced leeks, or apple fries on entrMs. 
Rather than splatter his stove top with sizzling oil, he relies 
on that dime-store staple, the two-quart electric deep fryer. He 
keeps several fryers, each for a different kind of fat, from clarified 
butter to grape-seed oil. Presto Fry Baby, $33.99. 800-877-0441. »30» St0V6'*6dQ6 bar a stalnless-steel bar along a stove’s

edges protects its users from the burners’ heat.
27. polished granite Lika
marble, granite is cool enough for 
working with pastry (this is where 
Richard executes his crunchy 
napoleon with apricot-ginger 
sauce). Granite is ten times more 
abrasion-resistant than marble, 
but because it can stain, the 
stone should be polished to seal 
it; all that’s needed to clean this 
counter is a light solution of 
water and soap. Buff it with a 
clean cloth to make it shine.
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pasta shortcut If your familyInduction cooktop a stone oven If you ar« a fan of
the perfect loaves that emerge from 
the volcanic-stone oven at the Bouley 
Bakery in NYC, consider investing in a 
stone-lined oven for the home. New 
Hearth’s Breadstone Oven, $1,650, 
ts iined with Firebrick and turns out 
crusty loaves and crisp pizza crusts. 
New Hearth. 800-785-7835.

isAt his new 
showpiece, Daniel, In NYC, chef Daniel 
Boulud is using a $60,000 induction stove 
top from Grande Cuisine Systems. With 
this method of heating, an electromag
netic field attaches to the metal of the 
pot to warm its contents. The cooktop 
stays cool—you can touch It any time and 
not bum your hand. “It's more efficient 
than gas, more precise, and easier to 
clean,” says Boulud. The company just 
introduced a smaller version for home 
use: two Induction burners and a griddle 
cost $15,000 (but you’ll save on the vent, 
which isn’t necessary). Grande Cuisine 
Systems, Toronto. 888-233-2862.

CT3
divided between rigatoni and penne, 
try an idea from Al Fomo in Providence, 
Rl: Cook pasta in a metal basket fitted 
into a pot. Lift out the bosket and the 
boiling water is ready for the next batch. 
Try the Everything Pot, $59.99, Chefs 
Catalog. 800-338-3232.

00
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frOZ6n dSliQht Danny Meyer’s

baker’s table Tabla in NYC has a PacoJet that whips 
up ice cream and sorbet in three 
minutes. A mere $3,600. Noturolly, 
Microsoft executive Nathan Myhrvold 
already has one. 877-4-pacojet.

At Boston's No. 9 
Park, chef Barbara Lynch rolls dough 
on a small wooden table she found at 
a flea market. Roll-out carts under the 
table store bins of flour and sugar.

ch

happy endingsize matters To whip up souffles The Four Seasons 
in Manhattan gets silly on your birthday. 
A cotton-candy machine turns out fluffy 
white balls of the sugary confection. 
Order your own: Floss Boss, $525, from 
Gold Medal Products. 800-543-0862.

plastic-wrapped walls for 20 or more, you'll need KItchenAid’s 
(800-422-1230) most commodious mixer, the 
5 quart, says kitchen designer Mark Stech- 
Novak, who is installing the new kitchen 
at the French Laundry in Yountville, CA.

If you are
a messy cook, take a lesson from New York’s 
Le Bemardin: the walls of the fish-cleaning 
area are covered with plastic wrap that is 
simply thrown away at the end of the day.

infrSrBCi broilor Calledasala-3Lyellow tile When the kitchen
mander, this open electric broiler Is awas remodeled, Richard chose yel-
favorite tool of Richard's (he has three atlow tile to warm up a space that had
Citronelle) and Vongerichten’s (he haslimited natural light
one at home). It uses quartz infrared rays, 

which generate heat high enough to brown a meringue or melt 
the cheese on potatoes au gratin without cooking the entire 
dish. The top adjusts to several heights. For the home, Viking 
offers a built-in infrared broiler, the Gourmet Glo. 888-845-4641. 
Citronelle equipment can be ordered through Peter Huebner, 
Alto-Hartley Inc., in VA. 703-883-1448.

33»pOCk6t doors cabinets over counters were designed 

with doors that slide into the frame, so no one knocks his head. 
Custom-made by Carbone Metal Fabricator. In MA, 617-884-0237.

:3;3. steam-kettle stockpot The double wall fills with steam, 
so stock cooks quickly. Green’s 2.5-gallon version boils in 
10 minutes—but drains your wallet of $3,500 (800-676-9040). Or try 
Wllliams-Sonoma's Piazza stockpots, $59 to119: stainless steel 
and triple-layered, with good heat conductivity. 800-541-2233.

30 • into the cool (Not pictured) With 9 ovens going 16 hours a 
day, Richard keeps cool with powerful air-conditioning and ventila
tion systems. To be comfortable and safe at home, use professional 
appliances approved for residential use. For ranges wider than three 
feet, consult a dealer certified by the North American Association 
of Food Equipment Manufacturers. In Chicago, 312-644-6610.

3*^« 3 d66p sink Rather than cooling hot stocks in a 

refrigerator, where the steam will wilt other ingredients, chill 
them quickly in a deep sink filled with ice.
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Tradition and modarnity com*
together c/iez Michel and Marie-
Pierre Troisgro*. A VINTAGE
AUSTIN MINI, this page, sits
behind the iron gate of their
charming house in Roanne, France.
Architect Frani^ois Champsaur
had part of the early-20th-century
building painted a deep terra
cotta and designed the white
clapboard addition. MICHEU’S
CHEF UNIFORM, opposite page,
hangs by a window.



a pi*o at home

chef
stops

Aided by architect Frangois Champsaur, 
Michel and Marie-PierreTroisgros 

remade their house so it resembles 
his celebrated cuisine: beautiful and simple

PHOTOGRAPHED BY ANDREW WOODBY SUZANNE SLESIN



t ihey’ve known each other since they were
teenagers, in hotel school together in Grenoble.
Now, nearly 2$ years later, Michel and Maric-Pierre 
Troisgros are slowly and surely assuring the evo- '

•. j
3

lution of one of the most famous gastronomic
traditions in the world.

The couple has taken on the day-to-day opera
tions of the famous Troisgros restaurant in Roanne, |
a small town near Lyon in eastern France, that has
had the coveted three-star Michelin rating for 30
years. They arc also redesigning the rooms in their
small hotel and have just overseen, with 34-year-old
architect Francois Champsaur, the renovation of
the charming house, in which they live with their
children, Marion, 14, Cesat 12, and Leo, 5.

‘The famillc Troisgros has always been a modem
femily,” explains Marie-Pierre, “and modem is what
we really like.” The couple’s passion for modem art,
architecture, and dance is reflected in Michel’s
jqjpro^h to cooking. “Cooking is an artistic expres
sion that is both very sensitive and very generous,”
he ej^lains. “But it is also very ephemeral. All that
remains is the memory. That’s why we strive chat
it should be the best it can be.” For Michel,
that means that dishes must be both delicious and

Ibeautiful to look at. “I want dishes to be comfort-
able, and never too complicated," he says. In cuisine
and design, the Troisgros approach is to marry
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MARIE-PIERRE INSISTED on keeping Die 
combination living/Sining room open to 

the kitchen, opposite page. Champsaur 
designed the cotton-upholstered sofas 
and low table in the living room, as well as 

the table and chairs in the dining area.
A DIPTYCH LANDSCAPE in wax by Mitja 
Tusek, this page, who shows at Gaierie
Nelson in Paris, punctuates the white living
room walls. Gerard Traquandi, who created
the pigmented resin painting of a jar, is
represented by the Gaierie Idem in Paris.

!
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the beaurifuJ and the casy-to-livc-with.
Two years ago, on a visit to Paris, the 

couple happened on the work of Chris
tian Liaigre, the celebrated modernist of 
French design, and hired him to start 
redesigning the restaurant. “We respected 
his talent; he respected my cuisine,” says 
MicheL Later, when it came time for the 
couple to renovate their house, they 
asked Champsaur, who had opened his 
own office after four years with Liaigre, 
to help them with the project. “Michel 
and Marie-Pierre are part of a new

generation,” Champsaur says, “who have 
traveled a lot, and who have the efynamism 
to bring new ideas to a heritage that can 
sometimes be heavy.”

So does he. Champsaur felt that the 
strict and monochromatic look of many 
modern interiors was ready to be chal
lenged. “Everything was tone on tone,” 
he says, “and after a while, I felt that 
there was no life left.” Champsaur 
adopted a more playful color palette, 
and what he calls a sportswear system of 
furnishings—pieces that work well

together but are not rigidly matched.
In thcTroisgros house, he completely 

changed the spaces on the ground floor, 
combining the living room and the dining 
area, and opening the dining area to the 
kitchen. A floor-to-ceiling double door in 
the kitchen leads to a comfy art- and 
book-filled study with sofas and chairs 
upholstered in soft leather and velvet. 
“I like for there to be differences in a 
house,” says Champsaur, “to go from 
small to large rooms, from light spaces 
to cozier, darker ones.” Even without
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MICHEL, left, wants his dishes to be “comfortable and
never too complicated.” His home kitchen—though his
wife cooks here more often than he—is equally straight
forward. A STAINLESS-STEEL sherbet canister, inset
top, with the bottom cut off, was dropped into the counter,
and acts as a garbage chute; another is for sponges.
A FAUCET NEAR the Gaggenau stove, above, is harnly.
MARBLE SHELVES iine the wail over the sink, opposite
page. The counter-height worktable is in the center of the
room, so children can gather around as food is prepared.
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Michel and Marie-Pieire are part 
of a generation that has the dynamism 

to bring new ideas to a heritage that 
can sometimes be heavy

—ARCHITECT FRANQOIS CHAMPSAUR

ll

n

THE WARMTH AND COZINESS of the Study is in 
deliberate contrast to the coolness of the rest 
of the house. Francois Champsaur designed the 
banquette, upholstered with a velvet from 
Nya Nordiska, a German company. The fireplace 
surround is made from volcanic stone.
AN AFRICAN CRAFTSMAN in Dakar, Aissa Dione, 
wove the bedspread in daughter Marion's room, 
opposite page. The striped fabric on the headboard 
is from Nya Nordiska. Sources, see back of book.
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partitions, each room in the house takes on a dis
tinct personaliu'. In the study, the combination of 
almost neon-hued draperies and rich aubergine 
upholstery creates a warm, womb-like environment 
that one can’t resist curling up in. In the living 
room, boldly colored contemporary paintings seem 
to float on a generous expanse of white walls, giving 
the room a sparkling, fresh look. And in the 
kitchen, the coolness of the thick marble shelves is 
tempered by the warm appeal of a dark oak floor.

Because Champsaur sees his work as “not only 
about listening to but about feeling” what is in the 
minds of his clients, he is sensitive to his clients’ 
particular idiosyncrasies. ThcTroisgros house is, 
of course, centered around the kitchen, which is 
deceptively simple in design. On one side, long 
marble shelves—inspired by those in old-world 
butcher shops—hold cooking essentials over the 
single deep sink. Across the room, a majestic 
stainless-steel hood hangs over the cooktop, and 
an oven and a microwave stand close by.

But the star of the kitchen is the large counter- 
height iroko table, Its position in the center of the 
room is not only practical but extremely important. 
“There is nothing more pleasant than working not 
facing a wall,” savs Michel. “This is like it was in the 
old farmhouses. And when the table is in the middle 
of the room, children gather naturally around it. It 
becomes part of a game, a piece of theater.” The 
familleTroisgros, or at least its third generation, has 
found the setting that suits it to a T. (tiji
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it back lioiiie

personal ,
touciies

■ III
Learning from the pros doesn’t mean 
deshning a home kitchen that looks 
industrial. The influence is more subtle. 
For ^he got^et cook, it might mean 
splurging on a restaurant-caliber 
appliance. Or you might mix the cool, 
efficient look of stainless steel and 
glass-fronted cabinets with richer 
materials. The three kitchens featured

COUNTRY AND CITY
A farmhouse sink and 
faucet contrast with 
a sleek Kirkstone volcanic
ash countw. Domestic 
Marbie & Stone, NYC. 
212-343-3300. Sink and 
faucet. Waterworks.HI r 1

here strikeuhe right balance 600-927-2120.



refrigeratorwastier/ttryer

actor's lab William Baldwin, of the acting Baldwin brothers, and 
his wife, Chynna Phillips, of the singing trio Wilson Phillips, wanted 
their kitchen in New York City to be— in the words of their archi
tect, Nate McBride—at once “uptown and out of town.” His solu
tion was to merge two very different looks: English country meets 
industrial. So, white paneled walls and a farmhouse sink coexist with 
a commercial refrigerator and Viking stove. “The aesthetics don’t 
clash,” McBride feels. “They meet in their simplicity.”

r

i sink —f-
island

«e
—cabinats

dining space

window

CLEAR VIEW Trans
parent glass not only

ire-lets you see inside
windows

cabinets, it also
reflects light, giving

KITCHEN PLAN
the room an airy feel.

A maid’s room, bathroom.
pantry, and kitchen wereCLASSIC WOODWORK
^ated and combined intoEnglish country
one larger 28o-sq.-ji. roomkitchens Inspired the
for casual entertaining.wall paneling and cabi

netry, custom-made by
Petersen-Geller, Hud*

I
son, NY. 516-828-2608.

M

WHAT'S FOR LUNCH? The refrigerator was ordered with a glass doer so
it would look less bulky than the all-steel version. Although this one is no
longer available, Northland makes a similar model. Contact Alan Cohen
at Felix Storch Inc. In NY, 716-893-3900. Sources, see back of book.

WRITTEN BY INGRID ABRAMOVITCH

PHOTOGRAPHED BY FRANCINE FLEISCHER



BEECH NUTS With the kitchen
visible frem the dining room,
the architects wanted cabinetry

DOUBLE DUTY The island is atwith the look of well-msde
counter height, so it can double asfurniture. They chose beech,
a family table ami an extra workwhich tttey admired for its grain.
surface. The owner likes to rollThey warmed up the wood’s
dough for apple pies at one end ofcolor with a light cherry stain.
the granite surface, while her
grandchildren color at the other.
Island by Warner + Cunningham,
Inc., Boston. 617-566-1644.

LlCHT_?=TUS
^ kitchen get a touch

ii which
TIL60 Matte and polished flborto Bie-stainless-tie in
dies from Buchtal stand up to allIncluding

traffic coming and gedhg. Buchtal
Gaggenau cooktop. Corp. tn GA„ 770-442-5^.



SEPARATE SINKS The TRANSLUCENT. NOTHONED GRANITE For
refrigerator TRANSPARENT As inkitchen has two sinks.counters and the wall

a restaurant kitchen, glass 
inserts on the cabinets 
make it easier to find 
what you are looking for. 
But the glass here is 
translucent, softly veiling 
the view of the cornflakes 
boxes inside. Sources, 
see back of book.

This one, located next 
to the stove, Is used to 
wash vegetables and 
to clean large pots. A 
second sink, near the 
dishwasher. Is for 
rinsing dishes. Sinks 
and faucets from 

Kroin. 800-ok-kroin.

behind the stove, the arch
itects chose dark granite, 
which contrasts well 
with the warm color of the 
cabinetry. Rather than 
having the stone polished, 
they chose a honed 
matte finish, which hides 
scratches well and 
doesn’t dull over time.

windows

knITM

hello, grandma With eight grandchildren who show up often for her apple
sauce, the cook needed a more functional kitchen in her 1912 Georgian hou.se in 
Brookline, MA. Her daughter, architect Lisa Cunningham, and Lisa’s husband and 
partner, architect George Warner, got the assignment. They merged several smaller 
rooms, including a maid’s room and pantry, into one large, welcoming space. This 
elegant kitchen belies its strength: Grandma’s pies now come out of a Thermador 
double wall oven, while her applesauce simmers on a six-burner Gaggenau range.

16'-

KITCHEN PLAN
Ail the action in this 
46o~sq.-ft.-kitcben revolves 
around a central island.
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it back lioiiie NOW YOU SEE IT The-----
cabinetry costs were kept 
low with frames and 
glass shehres from IKEA's 
Abstrakt line. To customize 
them, the designers 
added doors made from 
acrylic by Ain Plastics, 
NYC. 212-265^200.

1,

STEELING TIME To get an 
Industrial look in a residen
tial kitchen, acrylic lami
nate cabinets from IKEA 
were sent to a metalsmith's 
shop to be clad in stainless 
steel. Abstrakt cabinets, 
IKEA. 800-434-4532. 
Custom stainless-steel 
work, Heer Metal Works.
In NY, 718-784-7110.

THE PRO LOOK The appli- 
artces have the appearance 
of commercial-grade equip
ment, but not the price tags 
(or the power). All are 
stainless-steel Frigidaire 
Gallery Professional Series. 
800-FRiGtoAiRE. Microwave, 
$469, dishwasher, $509, 
range, $1,299, from Bloom 
& Krup, NYC. 212-673-2760.

plastic fentastic The assignment was no short order: 
Turn a tiny New York City apartment kitchen into an 
airy work space and give it the look and feel of an industrial 
kitchen. With a $30,000 budget, David Leven and Stella 
Berts—a young design team—got creative, They economized 
by buying IKEA cabinets and then went on to customize 
them: the ones under the sink were clad in stainless 
steel to match the Frigidaire appliances, while those 
overhead were refitted with acrylic doors, which lighten 
up the entire space.
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WING HANDLES Th« faucet’s
handles were first developed for
hospitals, so that a tap could be
turrted with the side of an arm,
keeping hands free and clean.

FAUX SLATE To offset
the industrial materials
used in the kitchen, the

designers chose a German-
made synthetic slate in
charcoal gray, which has
a soft, worn look. It’s
available in several colors.
$18 to $31 a sq. ft., from
Fireslate 2. BOO-523-5902.

KITCHEN PLAN

Every inch of this 120-sq.fi.
space is accounted for, with
appliances lined up opposite
cabmets and counters.

r
RUBBER BASEBOARDS 
For easy cleaning, the 
vinyl tile floor has a 
black rubber baseboard, 
inspired by those in 
commercial kitchens.

HOLE IN THE WALL An
unused garbage chute was 
fitted with a custom-made 
stainless-steel box, which 
holds recipe books. Sources, 
see back of book.

refrlgsrator
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N A WAY, the stone-walled kitchen
garden at the Chateau dc la Bour-
daisierc qualifies as a folic a deux, for
it is the extravagant obsession of an
unlikely pair of Frenchmen. On two

acres in the Loire Valley, Prince Louis Albert
^.

de Broglie and Christian Dior executive
collector’s dream ofPatrick Mikanowski have created a highbrow

tomato theme park, in which 420 varieties of
the sacred fruit clamber up a rustic battalion
of chestnut frames.

Sbt years ago, when the prince bot^ht the
sixteenth-century chateau, the potager was a
ruin. “It looked like a war field with no war,’
says de Broglie, who set about restoring it
and filling it with heirloom vegetables.
Mikanowski’s wife, Lyndsay, was the prince’s
landsc^ designer for the project. Once food
fanatic and tontato enthusiast Mikanowski
got a look at dc Broglie’s unconventional
plants—the vintage and rare cucumbers, cab
bages, salad greens, and herbs, the 30 tomato
varieties—he threw down a challenge. “Why
don’t you grow the whole collection, every
variety of tomato you can find?" he asked.

It didn’t take more than five seconds for
me to agree,” says de Broglie.

What began almost as a joke soon took on
a sheen of high purpose. “The whole idea,’
explains de Broglie, “was to help people dis
cover the immense variety of tomatoes, all
the colors and shapes and flavors.” Heirloom
seeds were requisitioned from various collec
tors, including the French equivalent of
America’s Seed Savers Exchange. On week
ends, Paris-based Mikanowski would shed his
businessman’s garb for gentleman-tomato-
farmer gear, toiling with de Broglie’s garden
ers to replant the potager.

From mid-June to late September last year,
de Broglie had a collector’s paradise of fruits
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PRINCE LOUIS ALBERT DE BROGLIE, 
wearing one of the gardening waistcoats 
he designs, pauses during the harvest of his 
heirloom tomatoes. The prince's Chateau 
de la Bourdaisiere is in the background.
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EDIBLE PLANTS in the form of leeks 
and spinach are nestled companionably
among sunflowers and amaranthus.
A HAZEL TRELLIS, below, holds runner
beans and Is surrounded by coshms.

in a spectrum of colors and a sculpture gallery
of shapes. Among his pets are the ‘Black
Prince.’ the 'Red Togo,' the stripy 'Green
Zebra,’ and the nearly transparent ‘ Ivory Egg.'
Paying guests at the newly restored chateau

invited to tomato tastings and to dinnersare
based on the fruit, from appetizer to dessert.

Now, the twentieth century being what it
is, comes the book: a Mikanowski tome
titled Le GrandUvre de la Tomate. They hope
an American edition of the volume will
appear within the year.

The poor beleaguered tomato, which
devolved into tiresome Fi hybrids in the
1940S, could hardly have found shrewder
champions than these two. Mikanowski
directs ad campaigns for Christian Dior’s
skin care and makeup products; and de
Broglie, under his logo, Le Prince Jardinier,
markets a line of gardening tools and ^parel
sold in such high-end boutiques as Morgan
Terrv in Florida. He designed these wares as
picturesque trappings for his own gardeners.
“They never wore them, and they never used
them,” says a wrv de Broglie. “But we showed
them to the press and everyone wanted them.”

May the tomato be so fortunate.
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Decorator John Christeflen and designer 
Brucd£^anto make a Jeaux Arts apartment 
in Manhattan worthy o|tts name

BY JUDITH NASATIRW III T T E



I s the mother of every move.ECESSITY

When New York decorator John Christensen 
decided to leave his perch in the West Side’s 
eccentric landmark A.nsonia (picture a round 
dining room and living room) for Manhattan’s 
East Side, he did so for convenience. He had
just launched his own design firm. His clients, 
favorite shops, and showrooms were on the 
East Side. Soon so was he, with Ivy and Cactus, 
his cairn terriers. They occupy one floor of an 

elegant town house built in 1876 and renovated in 1903 by famed 
New York architect and Beaux Arts adherent Ernest Flagg.

When Christensen first saw the apartment, which his assis
tant, Annabel Royden, had found, it had been ba.stardized 
beyond recognition. “It was a disaster—the result of a horrible 
1960s renovation to commercial office space. It was painted 
army green. The rooms were dark, the ceilings low. There was a 
really cheesy chandelier,” Christensen says. “But the instant I 
saw it, I knew I’d have boiserie on the walls and the living room 
would be white.” With architectural designer Bruce Bananto, an 
associate in the firm of Nasser Nakib Architect and a former 
coDeague, Christensen set about implementing his idea of the 
suitable, seemingly immutable interior: eighteenth-century 
French meets twentieth-century New York.

Some artifacts of the house’s earlier glory remained, including 
windows with original brass cremone bolts and a marble mantel 
in the living room. Once stripped of hanging ceilings, the 13-feet- 
high rooms revealed wonderful plaster relief details. Then the 
real work began, Bananto says. “John wanted to make it look as 
though it had always been there, to take something French and 
make it more French.
We’re both obsessed with 
French detail, he decora- 
tively and I architecturally”

Form, of course, fol
lowed function. Chris
tensen asked Bananto to 
frame the living room 
with architectural detail.
“Bruce designed the walls, 
the window arches with 
neoclassical heads, the 
two bookcases, and all the 
doors.” Once the volume 
was refined, Christensen 
began to choreograph the 
decor: “The curtains were 
the inspiration for the 
whole apartment,” he s^.
A confection of raspberry 
silk-talFcta balloon shades 
with silk-taffeta drapes in 
white and a color the 
designer calls “Russian 
blue-green” established 
the palette for accents in 
a room painted four 
shades of white.

AN ANTIQUE MIRROR and an
Iron and lead-crystal chande
lier from Bagues, Paris, oppo
site page, help lighten the
living room. An antique sofa

I from Christie’s is covered
in Beaufort Blanc from
Pierre Frey. Christensen
upholstered the 19th-century
Directoire mahogany
bergeres—a flea-market
find—in a custom leather
from Costello Studio, Inc.,
NYC. The lacquered coffee
table is from Lars Bolander,
Ltd., Palm Beach. The trunk,
from John Rosselli Ltd.,
NYC, Is Chinese lacquer over
pigskin. EVERY SURFACE
holds 'Accessories,” like gilt-
bronze French candleholders
with Nubian figures, this page,
above, that Christensen has
collected. ON THE MANTEL,
left, a selection of 18th-
century btue-and-white china
sits with an Empire clock.
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should
look too much like A SHOWPLACE, 

or not enough”—JOHN chris
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il
To add sparkle to the h^lway
that connects the private and
public rooms, this page,
Bananto constructed French
doors with mercury glass. IN
THE DINING ROOM, chairs
covered by Jonas Upholstery
in a goffered leather from
Daniel C. Ouross, Ltd., sur-
rourtd a Russian mahogany
table with brass bands, ca.
1800, from Florian Papp, NYC.
The 19th-century French
Samson plates and silver
chargers are from Gump’s,
San Francisco. A STATUE
OF MARCUS AURELIUS and
Cactus, a cairn terrier, guard
the hallway, opposite page.
A Swedish 19th-century mir
ror hangs above a Second
Empire commode. The wall
paper is from Zoffany, London.



1 don’t think a room should look too much like a showplace, 
or not enough.” He threaded the Greek key pattern through 
layers of detail: “It’s one of my favorite motifs. I used it on 
the chair rails, as trim for upholstery, on the bookcases.” He 
placed two French nineteenth-century terra-cotta sphinxes 
on high to guard the room. “They weigh a lot. It took five 
men to hoist them up.”

To add sparkle to the dark areas of the hall and foyer, Chris- 
ten.sen had Bananto construct three sets of French doors with 
mcrcurv glass. He also made concealed doors to hide the

Christensen has acquired his collection of furnishings and 
accessories over time. “I’ve had four apartments in the sixteen 
years I’ve been in New York,” he says. “I think this is the last. 
Each gets a little bigger, so I get to use more things,”The entire 
apartment has been filled to the comfort level with eighteenth- 
to twentieth-century objects: French, Chinese, Russian, and 
English originals and reproductions culled from auction 
houses, antiques dealers, showrooms, and craftspeople.

Christensen used white flokatis in the living room to give 
it “a little modern twist. I like to stick with traditional, but
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TWIST a constant,



powder room, storage space, 
and fire exit. “Every inch of 
space is used for storage," 
Christensen says. “Bruce 
constructed jib doors here 
to create as much room as 
possible. The walls in the 
hall arc about ten inches 
thick, so there was enough 
depth to do it, and to carve 
out the niche where my 
terra-cotta statue from 
Newport stands.”

NSPi RATION came from 
a variety of places: the 
ideas for the niche from a 
Swedish pavilion and the 
hidden doors from the 

movie Dtmgerous Liaisons.
The floor plan provided a 

natural symmetry, with the 
hall connecting the two 
main rooms. The bedroom 
originally had the same 
22-fcet-square dimensions as 
the living room, but Chris
tensen chopped 5 feet off 
one end, and built a false 
wall to create a hallway to 
the closet. “That threw 
everything off center, which 
inspired me to tent the 
entire space, hiding a bewti- 
ful plaster ceiling,” he says.

Keeping the French twist 
a constant within the exoti
cism, he chose an ikat with 
a fleur-de-lys pattern for 

THICK WALLS Inthvfoyw, l«ft, tenting that conceals abun
dant storage space. The 

siAtiM. ChinoIs«ri* wallpap»r in black lacquer copy of an 
th* powder room Is from Osborne Empire bed was uphol- 
& Little. THE BEDROOM, above, stered with leather goffered 
has a 19th-century French desk in an Empire design. The 
and chair. Bananto designed the green velvet chairs taught
annoire after Russian palace doors, him that “when you go to

get a bargain, you have to 
deal with the consequences. The upholsterer said the frames

ai:commodate a niche fM* a

had bugs and had to be fumigated.”
Did he do anything for himself that he wouldn’t for 

clients? “I wouldn’t put so many accessories out,” he con
cludes. Cest la vie. Having created a residence that now seems 
as if it has always been here, he’s already planning its next 
incarnation. To work it out, he doesn’t have far to go: his
office is just one flight below.

JUDITH NASATIR is a Writer based in New Ibrk.
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FIRESIDE CHATS are the order of
the day ^r evening) in the mastar bed*
room—and the accent is decidedly
French. The brass padastnl table from
John Boone. Inc., NYC, the Idtixentury
lamps from Guinevere, London, and the
gilt-bronze planters with faux fur from
Florian Papp are all French. Annchairs
upholstered by Jonas Upholstery are
covered in an F. Schumacher & Co. Hnen
velvet. The throw pillows are covered
with leopard silk velvet from Old ¥Vorld
Weavers. Sources, see back of book.







iiB MOST BEAUTIFUL Irish gardens are thosc in
which the past blends with the present, where nature
has begun to regain the territory ceded to man. In
the struggle between nature and art lies a touching
aesthetic p>erfection. The gardens at Creagh, near 

Skibberecn, in County Cork, not only contain this admirable 
quality but reflect the ideas, tastes, cultures, and economics of 
three centuries in the landscaping, planting, and maintenance.

Creagh, standing on twenty acres of informal gardens and 
another of wild, unlandscaped fields and woods, overlooks the 
I len estuary There is a distinguished history of gardening in Ire
land. and the more affluent landowners of the past tended to be 
competitive about exotic plants and trees, (^n a latitude north of 
Newfoundland, but warmed by an extension of the Gulf Stream, 
the subtropical garden at Creagh combines the traditions of the 
English Ascendancy with the current financial support of the 
European Union; plants and wildflowers indigenous to Ireland 
grow beside shrubs and trees brought back from Asia by bounty 
hunters more than a century ago. Past and present, north and 
south, east and west, all have their place in a garden that com
bines the evocative beauty of the past with the hard-minded 
practical reality of the present day. The landscaping dates back
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contrary, AAPPEARANCES TO the
the Baluba hut, opposite page,

-■ -R- .top, was r>ever a hermitage.
It was built in the 1960s as a
summerhouse and often
accommodated an afternoon
card game. THE REO-FLOWERiNG .
telopea tree nearby, which is

beyond mixed conifer^^also seen
opposite page, bottom, is
the garden’s rarest specimen.
OLD RHODODENDRONS, this
page, flank the entrance to
the walled garden.



to 1945, is the work of Gwendoline and Peter I larold-Barry, 
the previous owners. The current owners modestly describe 
themselves as custodians. Theirs is a labor of love.

Creagh was built in 1820, but the walled garden predates the 
house. The largest cultivated area, it contains a newly restored 
late-i940s greenhouse and a cottage garden full of lupines and 
delphiniums. In the vegetable garden, almost as pleasing, are 
artichokes, ruby chard, and sea kale (grown without cloches). The

the
wooden gate
set into the overgrown and crumbling wall and surrounded 
by white and scarlet rhododendrons, and the hazelwood 
arbor, planted with sweet pea and white roses, leading to the 
working end of the garden, are lovely in a way not possible 
in a less soggy climate.

The serpentine pond provides one of the most beautiful vistas
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in Ireland. Trees, bushes, shrubs, ferns, candelabra
primulas, and arum lilies are rooted in the water, and
a combination of lush greens, from the deepest and 
darkest to the palest, almost white, are reflected there. The 
reflection is broken only bv water lilies, watercress, and the occa-

A walled garden from the Georgian period predates the house. 
OPPOSITE PAGE, clockwise from top: High walls protect an herb 

garden, an ornamental cottage garden with lupines, and an organic 

kitchen garden. ROWS OF SEA kale, ruby chard, and artichoke, 
top and inset left, grown without cloches, are handsomely pro- 
ductive. "HENS' HILTON,” a luxurious fowl compound built along 

the lines of a Czechoslovakian mountain hut, above, Is also here.

sional mtwrhcn.'I'he follyby thepond—a reception house—is 
now overgrown and largely ruined. Inside, there are the remains 
of a fireplace: beside it teas were once served, and a staircase led 
to a roof and a view of the estuary.

The Baluba hut looks, from a distance, as though it should
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once have housed an eighteenth-century hermit. A PAINTING by Henri Rousseau
This is not the case. It is a Congolese thatch and inspired the lush pondside

plaster hut built by Peter Harold-Barry during scene, opposite page. A DONKEY
the 1960s as a summerhouse. He was an enthu- grazes in Malachy’s Field, above,
siastic bridge player, and the hut often accom- whlch was named for him. A
modated a game on fine summer afternoons. A ROUNO-FLOWERED butterfly bush,

telopea. the rarest tree at Creagh, stands to one Buddleia gfobosa, left, grows

side ot* the hut. In front there is a stone and slate in the pesticide-free garden.
well with wisteria and ferns growing beside it.

neglected waterfront arc homeThe well is fed by one of the several springs at
to badgers, partridges, pheasants.Creagh. Underground pipes from the well feed
and nightingales, as well as thethe pond, which once provided all the water, car-
more usual birds and animals.ried up in buckets, for the hou.se.
The buddleia throughout the 

Robinsonian grounds attracts clouds of butterflies.
The local church at Creagh is deconsecrated, and the church- 

yaid is not often cut back. Occupying more than two overgrown 
acres, it too is a sanctuary for small animals, and a pleasant and 
p>eaccful place for human visitors. Peter and Gwendoline 
Harold-Barry and their daughter, Christine, are buried there, 
where violets and wild cyclamen grow.

The gardens, meadows, strand, and vistas 
varied but always harmonious, are connected by avenues 
and walks. The walk to the boathouse is planted with silver 
birch and in spring is ablaze with azaleas. Another leads 
through twenty species of magnolia, and yet others arc lined 
with rhododendrons, montbretia, and gunnera. Cupressus, 
cordyline, and wisteria, climbing a dead fir pine, overlook the 
fields, ferns, and lawns.

Wildlife abounds at Creagh. No chemical sprays are u.sed. and 
the meadow bordering the avenue is cut only once a year. The 
meadows, the woods, and the mile and a half of benignly

ANNABEL DAVIS-GOFFi most recent novel. The Dower 1 louse 
(5^, Martin's Press), will be publisheJ in trade paperback next spring.
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plenty
The splendid eighteenth-century 
Chateau de Baccarat is brought
back to crystalline perfection

THE FORMER DIRECTOR'S JtESIOENCE
faces the Baccarat factory across a
shady square. When Marie-Pauls Pelle
took on the tasK of redoing the Interior
of this chateau, she.wardetarmined

and make R'a ‘'house of defica^ colors.
AS IN The hallway, righ^4^^ hues'

'*• domlnate^The rooms because they play .

^ up the effect of the crystal.
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tHE STORY OK thc('-hateaude 
Baccarat is a Renaissance tale— 
the restoration of the venerable 
director’s house to its eigh

teenth-century glory. Steeped in his
tory, the Baccarat crystal firm dates 
back to the original Lorraine glass
works, founded in this town near 
Nancy in 1764. More a manor than a 
grand chateau, the former director’s 
residence dominates the tree-shaded 
square of greenery bordered on both 
sides bv craftsmen’s houses, with the 
bell-towered factory opposite.

Remodeled in the nineteenth century 
with a New Orleans-style ironwork por
tico, the house has played host to a regal 
roster of guests, from France’s Charles X 
to America’s (leneral Pershing.

But by the end of the twentieth cen
tury, the decor, which was meant to per
sonify the sparkling image of Baccarat,

ALTHOUGH PELL6 SAYS she was unaware 

of it, the soft colors she chose for tiie 
salon echo the hues of the glassworkers' 
houses on the square. The curtains and 
linings are made from a silk by Rubelli. 
The velvet-striped tablecloth fabric Is from 
Leiievre. The rug Is an Aubusson.

labored under a confusion of styles. 
The Taittinger champagne family, who 
bought a controlling interest in Baccarat 
seven years ago, asked French stylist 
Marie- Paule Peile to redo the interior, to 
re.store w’hat Baccarat CEO Anne-Clairc 
Taittinger terms, "U douceur de vivredla 

—the French way of combining 
simplicitv with refinement.”

“ 1 went to Baccarat like a doctor visit
ing a patient," recollects Pelle, whose 
credentials include being at the creative 
center of many publications, among them 
Decoration International magazine in the
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IN CONTRAST witti the rest of the house, 
the colors in the conference room, right 
and opposite page, are strong. The red 
wool used on the walls and for the cur
tains Is from Manuel Canovas. The green 
fabric on the tables was created by Pelle 
and inspired by an 1630s green-topped 
desk. The wall brackets display plaster 
molds of Baccarat designs.

1980s, and stints at American House & 
Garden, and Conde Hast Traveler. “When 
I looked at the old lady I thought, 
‘God, she needs a lift.’ But not a revo
lution—ju-st to be put back like .she was 
when she was young.”

In six months and on a small budget, 
much of which went to updating the 
electricity and plumbing by creating 
new bathrooms, Pelle has achieved a 
grand transformation by mixing sump
tuous furnishings with less costly ones 
and by using ingredients already at 
hand. In the salon, out went the brown 
wallpaper, dark velvet curtains, somber 
paintings, mahogany furniture, and 
Louis XVI-style fauteuils, In came soft 
grays and pastels in silks, velvets, and 
cottons, turning a gloomy salon into an 
inviting, light-filled drawing room.

“The major thing to be respected was 
the crystal," Pelle says. “If you play with 
strong, hard colors, they kill the effect of 
the crystal. This house had to be trans
parent.” And although she says she was

meaxis of production
Man and machine at Baccarat

t he Kessler, far left, named for 
its inventor, a chemist from 
the Lorraine reffon, is one of 

the oldest machines at the Bac
carat factory. First used in 1S64, 
it speeds the process of engraving 
crystal. Holding 14 pieces at a 
time, the Kessler traces uniform pat
terns into a wax and turpentine 
coating on the crystal, which is 
then placed in an acid bath. The 
acid eats away at the exposed 
areas to etch the desi^. Left: One 
of Baccarats maitres verriers, or 
glass masters, uses a wheel cutter 
to engrave a wineglass.
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crystal chandelier sparkling with 
exquisite crystal bells; in the 
bathrooms, small beaded chan
deliers called crinolines-, in every 
bedroom, frosted crystal dol
phin lamps and contemporary 
carafes. “All that glitters is Bac
carat,” notes Pelle, right down 
to the crystal door handles and 
stair finiaJs.

And in the neo-Egyptian 
ambience of Mme, Taittingcr’s 
bedroom, with its Monu
ments of Egypt wallpaper by 
Braquenie & Cie and Empire 
bed bought in Bourge.s, the 
museum-piece Charles X opal
ines inspired the cream, violet, 
and turquoise curtains.

In contrast, the conference 
room is characterized by its 
strong colors, inspired, Pelle 
says, by an 1830 green-topped 
desk of a French notary. “People 
want to be serious, so they think 
conference rooms must be dull,” she 
remarks. In Pelle s eye-opening version, 
Canovas s red limousine wool is splashed 
over the walls and curtains, while green 
wool .skirts the tables. Wall brackets dis
playing pla.ster molds of Baccarat designs

unaware of it, the salon’s shades of pale 
green, rose, dove gray, bronze, and soft 
violet arc uncanny echoes of the hues of 
the glassworkers’ hou.ses on the square.

If Pelle’s first visit was to the house, 
her second was to the attic, “Most of the 
superb furniture was sitting quietly up in 
the attic; that’s where I found the sofas," 
she says with a smile. “I reorganized all 
the furniture, brought pieces from the 
attic and the bedrooms, and did new 
marriages in every room.”

The secretary and marble-topped com
mode were sent from the living room up 
to the bedrooms. A heavy mahogany 
armoire in the dining room went up to 
the attic, and another cupboard was 
brought down and painted to match the 
ivory gray, and white boiseries.

r
ESPLENDENT Rubclli
silks and velvets and an 
Aubusson rug in the 
salon contrast with the 

simple red-and-whitc-striped cotton on 
the mmdknnes. Like the other furnish- 
ing.s, they must be effective backdn)ps 
for the shimmering crystal that stars in 
every room: in the entree and salon, 
tablescapes of antique and contempo
rary vases; in the dining room, a grand

alternate with portraits of past directors.
Vibrant color appears in the twelve 

bedrooms upstairs, too. “We wanted to 
have the atmosphere of a house, not a 
hotel,” Pelle says. So she mixed 
Comoglio, Rubelli, and Canovas prints 
in separate red, blue, and yellow schemes 
to personalize each room.

The stylist calls the overall re.sult “a 
modern interpretation of the eighteenth 
century. It’s timeless, one of my goals, 
and classic, but with a flavor of today.” 
And Mme. Taittinger deems the atmo- 
•sphere right on target: “The house 
incarnates the French art de vivre” she 
says approvingly. “You experience that 
douceur when vou are there, eiLs

Marie-Paule Pelle redid the bedrooms, 
creating fresh marriages between antiques 
from the chateau and new fabrics.
IN MME. TAITTINGER'S BEDROOM, opposite 
page, the Monuments of Egypt toiie 
wallpaper and bed-curtain fabric are 
from Braquenie. The toiie bed coverlet 
and silk curtain fabrics are from Rubelli.
IN A BEDROOM, above, the wall fabric Is 
from Rubelli; the Mandarin cotton on the 
armchairs is from Manuel Canovas. The 
rug is from Brunschwig & Fils. IN THE 
BATHROOM, left, Pelle mixed an antique 
copper tub with a contemporary mirror 
and sink. Sources, see back of book.
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sourcESr ^ WHERE TO BUY IT

OBJECT LESSON 
Pagas 47-54

DOMESTIC BLISS 
Pagas 21-32

TABLE OF CONTENTS
Page lo. Five Star 6-incl) chef's knife. 
Stoo.J. A. HcnckcU, NY. '•>14-749-5434. 
Marmo collection casserole pots, SK9-2I9< 
Zepter International. 800 -862-ih37.

I Ontral Park West, NYC. 212-299-3900. 
Citroncllc, The Latham I lord. 3000 M Street 
NWi Washington, IXl. 202-625-2150. Daniel, 60 
East 65th Street, NYC. 212-288-0033. Le 
Bemaidin, 155 West 51st Sticet, NYC. 212-489- 
1515. Boulcy Bakery; 120 West Broadway NYC. 
212-964-2525. No. 9 Park, 9 Park .Street. Boston. 
MA. 617-742-9991. 'ITic French [.aundiy, 6640 
Wa.shington Street, Yountville, CA. 707-944- 
2380. A1 Fomo, 577 South Main Street. Provi
dence, RI. 401-273-9760. Tidila, II Madison 
Avenue, NYC. 212-889-0667. The Four Scasoas. 
99 East 52od Street. NYC. 212-754-9494. .Mark 
Stcch-Novak, Restaurant Consultation & 

Design, Oakland, CA. 
415-552-9001.

DOMESTIC BLISS Pages 21-32
Page 21, Fireplace tools and screen, Wm H.
Jackson Company, 210 East 58th Street, NYC 
10022. 212-753-9400. Rug. Odegard, Inc.,
NYC. 212-545-0069- Available through archi
tects and designers. Zinc vases, Aero. Ltd.,
132 %irmg Street, NYC 10012. 212-966-1500.
Page 22.Tom Otterncss, tepresented at 
Marlborough Gallery, 40 
West 57th Street, NYC.
212-541-4900. Fireplace 
statistics from Hcartli 
Products Associarcs, 1601 
North Kent Street. Suite 
1001, Arlington, VA 
22209- 703-552-0086.

Page a8, Andirons, 
designed by Edwin Jack- 
son, available at 
Donzclla. lyWTiitc 
Street, NYC 10013. 212- 
965-8919. Fireplace statis
tics from Hearth
Products Associates. — ~
Page 30, Bang & Olufsen.
800-284-BANG. Philips. Ifl
800-243-7884. Kravet. C________ t I --------

Bethpage, NY.
516-293*2000. Available 
through architects and 
designers.

Ti1

I THE CHEF STOPS HERE 
Pages 84-91 
Architect and designer. 
Francois ('hampsaur, 56 rue 
du Faubourg St. Antoine. 
Cour du Bel Air, 75012 Paris. 
33-1-43-45-22-46. Hotel 
Restaurant Troisgros, Place 
Jean Troisgros, -42300 
Roanne, France. 33-04-77- 
71-66-97. Pages 86-87, 
Galcrie Nelson, 40 rue 
Quincampnix, 75004 Paris. 
33-1-42-72-24-56. Galcric 
Idem, 49 rue du Montpar
nasse, 75014 Paris. 53-1-43- 
31-35'35- African table, 
C.S.A.O., I rue Ebtevit.
75004 Paris, 33-I-44-54-5S- 

88. Floor lamp, Galcric Christophe Delcourc, 
76 bi.s rue Vlcitle du Temple, 75003 Paris. 33-1- 
42-78-44-97. Pages 88-89, Gaggenau. 800- 
828-9165. Kitchen ceiling lamps, Yves Halard, 
252 bis boulevard St. Germain, 75006 Paris. 33- 
1-42-78-44-97. Worktable, custom-designed by 
Francois Champsaur. Pages 90-91, Nya 
Nordiska, 86 rue du Chcrche Midi, 75006 
Paris. 33-1-42-22-56-71. Available through archi- 
teers and designers. End table in study and 
bamboo lamp in daughter's bedroom, custom- 
designed by Francois ('hampsaur.

HUNTING & GATHERING 
Pages 35-38

HUNTING & GATHERING Pages 35-38
Page 36, Pop-up sponges. S2.95 for set of 
four, Crate & Barrel. 800-996-9960.

Spice up your 
Saturday mornings!

PASSING FANCIES Pages 60-62
Zabar's, 2245 Broadway. N YC10024.
2000. Chef’s Catalog. 800-338-3232. Broadway 
Panhandler, NYC. 212-966-3434. Bridge 
Kitchenware, 214 E. 52nd Street, NYC 10022. 
212-688-4220. Williams-Sonoma. 800-54J-2233. 
Hammacher-Schlcmmer. 800-543-3366. 
Frontgate. 800-626-6488

Watch Epicurious, a new E>iscovery 
Channel series that combines 
cooking knowhow with a 

passionate pursuit of the finest 
ingredients. By the people 
who bring you Bon Appetit 

and Gourmet PERSONAL TOUCHES Pages 92-97
Pages 92-95, Architect, Nate McBride and 
designer. Cari McCjbe, McBride & McC^ 
Design, 480 Canal Street, NYC 10013.212-941- 
o8r8. Stove. Viking. 888-845-4641. Tiles on 
floor and backsplash, Ann Sacks Hie & Stone, 
5 Ea.st 16th Street, NYC 10003.212-463-8400. 
Antique kitchen table, AB(' (jqjct & Home. 
Broadway at East 19th .Street, NYC 10003. 
473-3000. Kitchen chairs, (2obwcb Antiques,
116 West Houston .Street, NYC 10012.212-505- 
1558. Blue pottery, Wolfman Gold & Good 
Company, uy Mercer Street, NYC 10012. 212- 
431-1888. Glass bowl. Aero, Ltd., 132 Spring 
Street, NYC 10012.212-966-1500. Pages 94-95, 
Architects, Getirge Warner and Lisa Cunning
ham, Warner & Ciunningham, Inc., Boston, MA.

UNCORKED Pages 66-68
Sherry Ixhman Wines & .Spirits, 679 Madison 
Avenue. NYC 10021. 212-838-7500. Beekman 
Liquors, Inc., 500 I-cxingion Avenue, NYC 
10017. 212-759-5857. Page 66, Black lacquer 
trays and oxblood ceramic charger, Global 
Table, 107-109 Sulbvan Street. NYC. 212-431- 
5839. Keyaki wood tray. Ad I loc, 410 West 
Broadway, NYC. 212-925-2652. Donna Karan 
candle tray. Aero, I.td., lu Spring Street. 
NYC. 212-966-1500. Champagne flwte. 
Baccarat. 800-845-1928.

Saturdays 9:30 am & 11:30 am n

EXPLORE YOUR WORLD

COOK'S TOUR Pages 74-83
Jean Georges,Trump International I lotel.

For rveipes. tcchniq^ues and program guides, visit 
the Epicurious Woo silt at foea.fpicurieui.com.
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I Avenue, NYC. 800-371-7486. David 
L Barrerr, Inc.. t3i F.ast 7isr Street, 
y NYC I002I. 212-385-3180. Niall 

Smith Antujucs, tj6 (Jrand Street, 
NYC 10013. 212-941-7354. Stark C.arpet 

^ Corp., NYC. 212-752-9000. Available 
through architects and designers. Custom 

upholstery on walls and ceiling by Ver
sailles Drapery & Llpholstery, Inc.. 37 East 
i8th Street. NYC 10003. 212-533-2059. Pages

y
iio-iii, Cathay wallpaper, Osborne & Lit
tle. NYC. 2i2-'5i-3333. Available through 
architects and dc.signcrs. John Boone. Inc., 
NYC. 212-758-0012. Available through archi- 
* tects and designers. Schumacher. 800-332-3384. 
Available through architects and designers.

Old World Weavers, NYC. 212-355-7186, 
Available through architects and designers.

617-566-1644. Flowers, Winston Flow
ers. RO. Box 933. Boston, MA02117. 
800-457-4901. Wall oven. 'ITicnTiador. 
800-735-4328. Kitchen chairs, (
Adesso, 200 Boylston Street, Boston. I 
MA 02116.61--451-2212. FHcctric j

mixer. Kitchen Aid. available through 1 
WilJiam.s-.Sonr>ij}.‘i, 800-541-2233. 
Ceramic vase and bowl on table, 
Wolfman Gold & Good Company. Vin
tage silverware baskets, Aero. Ltd. 
Pages 96-97. Design team. David 
Leven and Stella Betts, Leven Betts Stu
dio, 135 Grand .Street, NYC 10013.212- 
941-1958. Stainless-steel sink, Franke. 
800-626-5771. Backsplash railing 
system and hardware on cabinets, I 
1 lafcic America Co. 800- -4
423-3531. Martini mixer 
and glasses, Wolt’muii i®
Gold & Good Company.

* WHAT’S 
NEWS

Pa9«s 42-44 We wrote

THE BOOK ON

HIGH-PERFORMANCE
rv

TOILETS.

To PICK THE

RIGHT ONE,
SPARKLE PLENTY 120-129

Baccarat, 30 bis rue dc Paradis, "5010 Paris.
33-1-4“-70-64-30. Pages 122-123. Rubfili, 6 bis 
rue dc LAbbayc, 75006 Paris. 33-i-43-<:4-27-77. 
Lelievre, 13 rue du Mail, 75002 Paris. 33-1-42- 
61-53-03. Pages 124-125, Manuel Canovas, 
NYC, 212-752-9588. Available through archi
tects and designers. Pages 128-129, Braquenic, 
III boulevard Beaumarchais, 75003 Paris, 33-1- 
48-04-30-03. Warwick Tapestry rug, Brun- 

hwig Sc Fils, NYC. 212-838-7878, Available 
through archiiecrs and designers. Fleurs 
Bleues bed linens, lAirthauh Linens, 18 Hast 
69th Street, NYC 10021. 212-688-1660.

you’ve got to read it.

TRANSATLANTIC TRANSLATION 
Pagas 102-111

Christensen I3csign Group. Ltd., 39 F.a.st 
bTrhStreet, NYC 10021.212-396-2020. 
Architectual designer, Bruce Bananto, Nasser 
Nakib Architect. 306 Ea-st 6ist .Street, NYC. 212- 
759-151?' Pages 102-103, Coconut Company, 131 
(irecne Street, NYC 10012.212-539-1940. Scala- 
mandre, NYC. 212-980-3888. Available through 
architects and designers. C^hrisropher Norman. 
Inc., NYC. 212-647-0303. Available throu^ 
architects and designers. Lee Calicchio, Ltd., 134 
Fjist 70th Street. N’YC 10021. 212-717-4417. 
Kentshire Galleries, Ltd., 37 East 12th Street, 
NYC 10003.212-673-6644. Swedish mahogany 
secretary. M.M. Luther, Inc., Antiques, 61 East 
I ith Street, NYC 10003. 21J-505-1485. Gilt- 
bronze wall sconces. Quatrain, 700 N. La 
Cicnega Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90069.310- 
652-0243. Pages 104-105, Bagucs, 37 avenue 
Picrrc-i”-dc-Scrbtc, 75008 Paris. 33-1-47-20-61- 
17 Pierre Frey, NYC. 212-213-3099, Available 
through architects and designers. Costello Stu
dio, Inc.. 315 East 91st Street, NYC 10128.212- 
410-2083. Lars Bolander, Ltd.. 375 South County 
Road, Palm Bc-ach, FL 33480.561-832-2:21. John 
KoMclli, Ltd., 255 East 72nd Street, NYC. 212- 
737-2252. Nubian figure eandieholders, Newel 
Art Galleries, Inc., NYC 212-758-1970.
WWW,newel.com. Pages 106-107, Jonas Uphol
stery. 44 West i8th Street, NYC lOoii. 212-691- 
277-. Daniel C. Duross. Ltd., 5 North Melcher 
Strcct.Johnstown, NY 12095.518-762-1910. Fkv 
nan Papp. Inc.. 962 Madison Avenue, NYC 
10021.212-2S8-6770. Ciump‘s.San Francisco. 
800-766-7628. Zoffany, Dindon. 44-1923-712455. 
Pages 108-109, !'• Br.iun & Cxi., 717 Madison

sc

PHOTO CREDITS
Page 70, House & (iarJen. October 1949, cour
tesy of CNP archives.

CORRECTION
On page 46 of the December 1998 issue, the 
Brickwork rug is predominantly wtxil, 
not aitton, as was stated. On page 98 of the 
December 1998 issue, the sterling silver soup 
tureen and service plates arc from S. >XVlcr. Inc., 
NYC. 212-879-9848. The hand-lettering in 
“Bedtime Stories," beginning on page 88 of the 
January 1999 issue, was done bylbdd Apjones.

The preceding is a list of some of the poKlucts, 
manufacturers, distributors, retailers, and approxi
mate list prices in this issue of Home & Gi/re/en. 
While extreme care is taken to provide correct 
information. House Garden cannot guarantee 
mlxirmation received from sources. All infor
mation should be verified betbre ordering any 
item. Antiques, one-of-a-kind pieces, discontin
ued Items, and personal collections may nor be 
priced, and some prices have been excluded at the 
request of the homeowners,

— PRODUCED BY KATIIKYN TOWNSEND

Call 1-800-350-8686 x9Si for

YOUR FREE BROCHURE

ON TOILET INNOVATIONS.

TOTO
Perfection by Design

TOTO US.A.
P.O. Box a8i6 
Van Nuya. CA 91404
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Damn the tuxedos, full speed ahead.

Black tie is optional but a 30Ohorsepower V-S is standard in the world's most powerful luxury SUV’ There's room for seven in three rows of leather- 
tnmmed seats. And up to 8350 pounds towing capacity. Call 800 446-8888, visit vmw,lixoinvehiclescom or see an authorized Lixoln Navigator dealer,

■models bu* after 12/7/96

I Lincoln Navigator. What a luxury should be.



go and leave it ail behind. To invigorate. To relax. With pulsating jets and a soothing waterfall, 
the BodySpa is unique to this world. And perfect for yours. Call 1-800-4-KOHLER, ext. SR2 for 
our video showing custom applications, www.lcohlerco.com
C1998bvKohiBr Co,


